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PREFACE.
THE Public are not unacquainted vith the fact, that discoveries of much interest have recently been made ia the
regions of Central Asia, which were the seat of Greelr dominion for some hundred years after their conquest byAlexander. These discoveries are principally, but not entirely,
nunismatic, and have revealed the names of sovereigns of
Greek race, and of their Scythian, and Pa~thiansuccessors,
of none of whom is any mention to be found in the
extant histories of the East or West. There has also
been opencd to the curious, through these coins, a language, the existence of which was hithcrto unknown,
and which must have been the vernacular dialect of
some of the regions in which the Grecian colonies
were established. The coins possess particular value as a
key for the cypher of this language through their bilingual
legends nnd superscriptions, and have been extensively
and successfully used for that purpose. But the investigiation deserves, and requires to be further prosecuted, for
there are inscriptions forthcoming in the language, which,

if the ingenuity of the learned should succeecl in completely translating and explaining them, cannot fail to
throw much light, on the worse than Cimmerian darkness,
that still envelops the, age and country which have boqueathed them to us.

Amongst the cwlicst of tllosc w11o d i r e c t e d public
nttelition to tlicsc bilingual coins, aud the

most

sue-

ccbssfi~lintci*prctcr of tllcir legends, mas t h e l a t e MI*.
Jnmcs Prinscp, Secretary ofthe Asiatic Society of C a l c u t t a ,
nlld Erlitor of tllc SocictyJsJourn:tl, published monthly in
that city. Tn both cnpncitics hc was naturally laced in
dircct and coilstant communication with those e n g a g e d in
thc work of practical discovcl.y; and tlie a s s i s t n n c e and
ii~stiluctiouIlc mas tlllls enablecl to give, and r e a d i l y and
frocly impartctl to those, who, by the accident of position,
wcm lcrl to pr6sccute such rescwches,

01.

who, h y o t h e r

means, bccarnc posscsscd of objects of a n t i q u a r i a n curiosity, was so frequently ncltnowvlcdged l ~ ythe gift of t h e
articlcs discovcrcd, that a very licli and e s t e l ~ s i v e cabinet
\rrilu

the fruit. As an iiistailcc of the orieritnl l i b e r a l i t y

wit11 rvliicll thcsc things were pl-escnted, it

m a y be

~t;\tccl,that, coi1scq11cntly 11p011 a favorable m e n t i o n in
tlle Jo~uunl,of Gcu. VenturaJs reserw'chcs at Maniltgrala,
tllc vases, coins, and relics, found in t h e t o p e opelied
thcrc in 1830, wcrc freely and gratuitously given to t h e
Editor by thc Gcncral, and duplicates of his l a r g e assortment of Grcco-Bactiinn coins were sinlilarly p r e s e n t e d , in
coiisidcriction of seine little pabs bestowed on the reading
:u1d c1:issification of the more comnplcte set, w h i c h t h e

Gencrd medc up to bc forwucled to France.

MIS. J:~rnes Prinsep, unfortunately, died b eforc t h e

investigation illto the results of these d i s c o v e r i e s had
rcnchcrl that point, xvlLich would warrant a s a t i s f a c t o r y
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clrissification and arrangement of the articles he so obtained. The cabinet thus came to his midow, rich and
rarious, but unsorted, and uncatdogued. I n this condition, she applied to the Author of the following pages
for advice and assistance as to its disposal; and lle i n
consequence, as me11 as from a sense of duty, as for an
agreeable and profitable occupation, undertook its arrangement, referring for that purpose to modern works miitten
on the subject, and seelring in history, and in classic
literature, for information regarding the period to which
the coins and relics belonged.
Along with the cabinet, the note-book of the deceased
mas placed in the Author's hands; and it is the possession
of that, and of the plates prepared originally for the
Joun~al,and still fortunately preserved, that has led the
Author to thinlr, that it will be beneficial to put together,
in the bricf form adopted in these pages, the results

deducible from recent discoveries. The free use of IGs
brother's materids will, it is conceived, give the work a
vdue, evcn with the most erudite ; but its principal d m
is, to place, in a cheap and commoclious form before t h e
popular reader, the means of g r a w n g curiosity upon a
subject often referred to, and of the existence of which, as
a successful result of modern research, few are entirely
ignorant.
If the following pages s l ~ d lllavc the effect of commur~icatinginformation to readers, who have hithcrto
been detcrred by the Icwning,

01.

by tlle cost of thc

more elaborate works which have appeared, and

'0

should stimulate curiosity, and excite a wider interestiq
respect to these discoveries, the Author's object

d
l he

gained. Thc present Note is confined to ~ a c t r o - ~ f ~ ~ ~
relics, but the late Mr. James Prinscp's cabinet is richer
far in coins of India, Boodhist, and Bmhrninical, extendi%
from periods of the most remotc antiquity to the date of
Mahornedan conquest; and for these a separate study,
and if the subject be of ~ullicient general interesA a
separate Note of explanation may be requised.
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1. C o i n s of Euthyclemus, Demetrius, and Eucratides.
11. Do. of Ag~thocles,and of successors of Eucraticlefi.
111. D o . of other succestlors of Eucratides.-Soter kinge.
IV. Do. of Hermreus and tbe imitators of his type-of Maucs.
V. Do. of uncertain Icings, Icodes, &c.
VI. D o . of the " great king of kings" Axes.
VII. Do. Do. continued, with A~ilisesand Soter Megas.
VIII. n o . of Ario-Parthian Icings.
IX. Do. of Scythian, and Indo-Scythian Kings.
X. Do. Gold series of Icadphifies carried down to I.lindoo
Sanscrit coins.
XI. Do. Mithraic Series of ICanerkis, similarly carried on.
XII. L a t e a t Greek coins,-illegible-of
ICenornno, &c.
XIII, Arian Legends of early Greek coina.
X[V. R e l i c s of the Tope of Manikyala, opened by General Ventura in

1830.

r
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XV. Do. Do. continued.
XVI. Fac-simile of an Inscription found in a Tope by General Court.
XVII. Analysis of above Inscription, and copy of another found by
Sir A. Burnes, at ICupoordigiri.

BRRATA.
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7. Seventh line from bottom, d e h ccA1l."
18. Eleventh line from bottom, fo?. "its" read " the."
34. Fifth line, Date of Mithridates 11. for n.c. 115 read B.C. 125.
38. Fourth line of Note, for '(Judinsm" read '' Judaism."
42. Fifteenth lino, for " Bnlkl~"read Hormuz."
57. Fifth line from l~ottom,for " on" read " or."

HISTORICAL IiESULTS, kc.

ARIA, ARIANA,BACTRIA. These are names that
every one has met with in the course of his reading, but very few know the precise locality of the
regions so called," and fewer still their history.
T h e ancient authors of Greece and Rome furnisli
only some stray notices of kings who have conquered and reigned in those countries ; but neither
kings nor kingdoms are ever mentioned, except incidentally because of their coming in contact with
nations of the West ; and we seek in vain for any
consistent account of the dynasties which rose
ancl fell, or even of the races that came and went,
conquering and conquered, during the thousand
years that followed the conquest and settlement of

* Aria is the territory of which Herat is the Capital. Ariana
(Eeran) is the general name for the country east of Persia and
rp
Media, as far as the Indus. Bactria is the c o ~ ~ n tvatclued
Sogl~diana,
the
mountailis
by the Oxus and its tributaries.
which feed the Jaxartes, and divide thc two rivers.
B
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son of
tllcse regions by Alexander of Mace(Ion7
Pliilip.
\ye lrnow, indeed, that for two hundred years
after that epoch tlie lrings of Bactria, and of Ariana,
or Afgl~Bnistan,werc Greek in name and by race,
tllat the language of their coins and official
documents was Greek; still such was the indifference, or sucll the difficulty of comrnunicatiol~,that
little or no intercourse was maintainccl by the
of the West with these Eastern colonies;
and tllough using a common language, and derived
from the sanlc stock with tllc nation wbich boasted
at the period its pre-eminence in intelligence ancl
civilization, they are i~everrefcrrcd to except a s a
terra incognita, that few knew ancl none cared
about,
Tlle wllole of Western and Central Asia was, it
strife and convulis true, the scene of continuo~~s
sion during tllc entire period of Greek ascendancy
in tllcsc regions, and the events of most prominent intercst in t l ~ eworld were occurring at the
time in the West, which may account for some indifference towarcls the petty struggles for powcr
amongst isolated chiefs and colonies ill the far
East. But the information left us of the acts
expeditions of western kings in this quarter,
and even of Alexander himself, is exceeding?y
scallty and imperfect, and we seek in vain for ally
reason why it should be so. The reading public of
the nineteenth century, who wade through volumes
of controversy upon single events of local history,

IPRORT R A C T R l A N COINS,

&c.
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allc] mlio stuc1.y accuracy, and the lninuti~eof grcat
men's proceedings and motives, with a mawkish and
teclious interest, may well wonder to fincl so little
cliriosity displayecl by the ancients, not only as to
what w a s passing in Aria and Bactria, but even
regarding tlle expeditions of Alexancler, Seleucus,
aacl Antiochus ; and it is the more surprising that
we h a v e no consistent account ill detail of the
actions and enterprises of these Icings, and especially
of the first of them who so widely extended Greek
clominioll ancl Greelc civilization, when such an
example of correct and reasoning history had been
set by Thucidycles, a i d when we lcaow the pains
talcen by Alexander himself to cultivate the opinion
of the learned of Greece, and to promote and encourage literature for the advancement of his own fame.
If, however, any inan has a right to coml~lainof
the treatment lie receives froin history, and to
lament t h e want of the vatis sacri to represeilt his
actions a n d character in a true light to posterity,
it is Alexander. The only justice done to him
is in t h e affix of the title Great, which his name
will carry with i t to all time : we havc? little else
regarding liiin but shallow superficial gossip, and
libellous anecdotes, circulated with a view to dctwction by the party which his genius ancl ascendancy
excluded from power. It is from such materials
that mankind is left to form its judgment upon the
man, w h o holds amongst Greeks even a higher place
than Julius C ~ s a ramongst Romans, and whose
fame even Czesar envied.
u2
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do not refcr here to the mere school impressiorls formed from Plutarch and others, of Alexander's rasllllcss and violence, of
passioll and
drunkenness, liis ambitioil for false glory, and
],is rail1 desire for deification, bat to the mealls we
posscs~ of following this conqueror in the great
cn terl'riscs 11e successfully carried through,
of
miirking the changes be effected 0s conteml~lated
in tlic institutions and social condition of the
world. Tl~erei s nothing like a pl~ilosophicalhistory, or even a true account in detail of Alexander's
exploits and proceedings, in a11 the literature of
Greece and Rome, for assuredly the worlrs of Arriail
arid Quintus Curtius do not deserve that cllarnctcr.
In tracing, tllerefore, the I~istoryof the colo~lies
wl~icli Alexander planted in the East, the first
diflicnlty experic~lccd arises from the very im-.
pw'fect notices handed down to us, of the means by
which he established those colonies, of their number and position, of the arrangements made for
their internal government, and, what is of even
Inore importance, of their relations with the natives
of tile regions in which they were placed.
It is well remarked by Professor Lassen, that
Bactria and Aria, that is, the countries lying on,
citller side of the Hindoo Koosh, betweell tile Oxas
and Indus rivers, are on the high road of Asiatic con-,
(luest, and have been the battle-field of every tribe
:lncl nation that bas risen to dominion in the East..
ilistorJ' of' tllis tract, therefore, if we had it corn-,
jlTe

IIROAl ~ILCTRTANCOINS,

&c,
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~ l e t aen d continuous, would tell more of the llistory
of t h e world, and of the great revolutions in ]ang u a g e , religion, civilization, and government, which
h a v e been brought about by concluest, and by the
a d m i x t u r e of races resulting fi.01~1conquest, than
that of any other country on the face of the earth.
F o r the want of this history., even for the period
w h e n Greek dominion and the Greek language
g a v e means and facilities for preserving it, the
lliodern learnecl are driven to speculation and conjecture, groping their way in dark uncertainty, and
p u t t i n g together facts gathered here and thcre at
wide intervals, or drawing inferences from vague
analogies of language, of feature, and of customs,
whereon they builcl theories, which arc overturned
as fast a s they are constructed.
It is now a little more than a century (1738)
siricc Bayer wrote his treatise in Latin on tllc
Grcck colonies of Bactria, and proved to conviction,
as the same Professor observes, the neglect these
r e g i o n s had experienced from writers of antiquity,
by the ineagreness of the details his industry and
l e a r n i n g could discover in their miorks. He gave
the names of not more than six kings of Greek
origin, whom he found incidentally mentioned as
h a v i n g reigned in these countries, bnt the dates of
their accessions and deaths, even the localities of
the dominion of several, were left, and still remain,
in uncertainty. It is only throngh coins since discovered, or by means of relics and inscriptions
obtained in topcs or t~lrnuli,that wc have made, or

6
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can hope to make, any aclvaiice in the lrriowledge of
the past history of these regions beyond the poi~it
reached by Bayer, and the advailce yet macle is confined to a leligthcnecl list of names, derived from
coins, of kings beforc unheard of and ur~known; but
the coins, either by their execution, or by their type
and emblems, or by the titles and su1~erscriptions,
afford circumstances from which to clraw conclusions as to the connection of the kings with one
anutlier, or with known dynasties of the West.
Moreover, tlie number aiicl localities in ~vhichtllc
coilis are fotlntl, are circumstances from whicll to
deduce arguments, as to the leilgtli of reigns and
seats of govel.nrnent. Ncxt to inscriptions, thcrefore, coilis are tllc best evidence wc can obtain, to
support or supply the want of histo1.y. We have
a few inscriptions, likewise, but they are in the
new Arian language, and tlie d e c y p l ~ e ~ i nofg them
reinains to be accomplished.
It is not our purpose here to give in detail tlle
Iiistory of the discoveries macle in Bactrian numis~natics. Tllis has been well d o ~ i c by Professor
T51ilson in t l ~ cpublication prepared by him, aiicl
issuecl uiider the authority of tlie East India Company, for tlic: purpose of giving to tlie world the
results of Mr. Masson's researches, a work that
does infinite honour to the patronage of that liberal
and eillightenecl body. We will merely men tion,
that, until ~ ~ i t l i ithe
n last tell years, tllc progress
made ill cliscovery was corifinccl to occasional noticcs
of stray coius \\lit11 G1,eek nalllcs, whicll fouild

FROM UACTWIAN
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their way to the cabinets of Europe, and were, by
the learned, presumed to be Bactrian, because the
coins were traced to that region, or to its vicinity,
and were not ascribable to other known dynasties.
But since the mission to KBbool and Sokhira of
the l a t e Sir Alexander Burnes in 1831-32, there
]]as bee11 throwu quite a new light upon this branch
of arcl~zeology, through the rescarchcs and discoveries of that officer, and of those engaged with
him i n that and subsequent missions, ancl especialIy through the impulse and clirection give11 to
the enquiries of othe14s,who hacl even better opportunities than Burnes himself for prosecutiilg tl~ein.
We refer in particular to t l ~ European
c
officersin the
service of Runjeet Singh, the ruler of tlie Punjab
a n d Pesl~awur, anlongst whom Generals Veiltura,
A l a r d and Court, w e pre-eminent for the zeal wit11
w h i c h they have applied themselves to such investigations. The great tope of Manyky!iIa was
opened by General Ventura in April and May,
1880, when some coiris a n d very curious relics
wcrc obtained. The example was followed some
years afier by General Court, who opened several
o t h e r topes in the same vicinity. A11 these officers
obtained sic11 rewards fur their labours, and talting
~ r o r n p meanstu
t
make the results ~~ublic,
contrib u t e d greatly to aclvance the progress of discoveryB u t I h . I-Iacnigbesgcr, of the same scrvice, was tlze
first t o cl10aw tlie attciltioil of' Eurolwtto the ricl~ness
of tllc field for aiitiquitics \~rcsen
tcd by Afghhnistan ;

8
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for, returning in 1834 t11ro~ighKhb001, Bulkh, Bokliha, and Orenburgh, he brought with him a large
collectio~l of coins and relics made sllollg that
route, as well as in the P~~llj$b,ancl exhibited
then1 in Germany, and a f t e r ~ ~ i ~in
r d sParis, where
they excited much curiosity, and were the subject of
rnucl~learilecl spcculation.
Nevertheless, it is to Mr. Masson, a private
adventurer, who long rcsided at Khbool, and enjoyecl
thcre the intimacy of tlic Nuwiib Jubhr Khan, and
the powerful protection of his brother, Ameer Dost
Mohummed, that we arc indebted for the most
complete ancl best dirccted local researclies that
have yet been made in tl~eseregions. Under the
countenance, ancl with the aid of these brothers,
Mr. Masson was able to employ himself for several
years in seeking remains of the Greek dynasties,
which liad reigned in ancient times in the valley of
the Kkbool river. Be visited t11e supposed sites of
various cities there, and iclentifiecl the ruins, as
we31 as the localities, as fit capitals for these extinct
kingdoms; he opened lilcetvise a great number of
topes, or tumuli, a t Daranta, near Julblabad, and
elsewhere in the same region, extracting from
tliein relics of all liiarls; and, thus having meployed six or eight years in collecting antiquities
of the periocl of Greek and Scytllian rule, (the
coins he proculbed at Beghrbm, the presumed site
of Alexauclria npud Caucnsz~m,are numbered by
teas of tho~~sancts),
lie trallsmittecl the wl~oleto the

P R O M BACTliIAN COINS,
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Museum of the India House, wherc they are now
clepositecl, and lie open to the ready inspection of
the curious and learned.
These investigations, be it observed, were prosecuted, and the results made Itnown, some time
before the British army advanced to Kkbool. W e
;Ere indebted to that expedition for a great advailce
in our knowledge of the geograplly of the region of
discovery; but in other departments of science,
cspecially in nunlismatic and arch~ological researches, little furthcr fruit was obtained. The
l~arvesthad already been gathered in, and the busy
occupations of war and diplomacy afforded littlc
leisure for the closer search required to glean the
scatterecl remnant, and to pick up what had escaped
those who had taken the lead in this field.
There may, however, be another reason, besides
want of leisure, for the sudden arrestation of the
progress of discovery, just at the period of British
occupation of tlie countlly, in which it had madc
such rapid strides. I n 1838, while the army was
on its march to Afghknistan, the individual in
India, who had done most to instigate enquiry,
and to make public the results obtained, wklo
brouglit to bear on each discovery a po\ver of
ingenious reasoning, acute comparison, and deep
study, that made it tell as a step in advance, rewarding tbose who had contributed to bring it to light,
and attracting new interest to the pursuit, was
suclcleiily witbclrawn from these favorite stuclies by
an illncss, wlrich tertl~illatcclin cleatl~. The journal

-

tllc Asiatic Society, establisl~edand c o n d u c t e d
lly Mr. James Prinsep at Calcutta, ceased a f t e r
hlo gear mentiolle~l to be tlle inspiring organ t o
ctlcourqc and direct researches in this particular
field. Tllere wanted, when he was gone, t h e Prorllcthcall spark to ltinclle irlt,o l i g l ~ tancl life the d u s t
nllrI nsllcs dug out of these interestiilg ruins, and
to extract language ancl sense from the r u d e cllaracters, found traced on the verleri~bler e m a i n s ancl
relics obtained from them.
I11 tlic same year (1838) E u r o l ~ e lost M o n s .
Jncquet, a promising scholar of Paris, who, in the
same field of Eastern arcllaeological research,
rivalled, and soinctimes anticipated, the discoveries
of J a ~ n c sPrinsep in India. All, however, w h o
]lave signalizcd tl~emselvesby successful s t u d y in
this rlcl,artmcnt aye not gone. There i s y e t lnuch
to Ilopc from the labours of Professors Lassen and
l~rilson,ancl we do not dcspair of finding some one of
those wllo enjoyed thc friendship and s h a r e d t l l e
studies of Jaines Prinsep, who may yield to t h e
desire of prosecuting these researches with Indian
aids, and who may, l~erliaps,turn to cqually good
account the mauy facilities and advantages, there
av:iilnlle.*
At present, having before us the various papers
wllicll appeared in the journal of the Asiatic Society,
wit11 Professor ~~7ilson's
exhibition of the resultsof

of

* IVc 11:ive reilsoll to Lclicvc 111a~Licut. Cunnirlgharn, of the
1Icrlg;tl Eogiuecrs, is p ~ ~ c ~ ~ aar iwork
n g 011 t11c anticluitics of
I tltliil and lifkl~ai~ishn.
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Mr. Masson's discoveries and researches ; 11arin g,
also, Professor Lassen's work on Bactrian and IndoScythian History, which was translated and publisl~ed in tlle Indian journal, we take tliese as
Iielping us to reach a landing place in this branch
of discovery, beyond wllich it will require time,
and a new series of efforts and 1-eeearches to make
filrtl~erprogress ; and so regarding them, w e shall
endeavour to give such a sulnmary of thc results
establislied as will inalre the general reader familiar
with a subject, reserved hitherto for the learned
antiquarian.
Professor TVilson has, in his publication of Mr.
Masson's researchc!s,* clevotecl a chapter to t l ~ ecollection of notices regarding Aria and Ariana froxu
ancient writers, and in this work of labour and research he has effected all that the scholar call desire,
and more than those, to whom we address ourselves,
can need for preparation. He lias, also, rightly
judged, that for the proper comprehension of tlic
subject it is inclisl~ensableto follow Alexander in llis
marches and cncaml~mentsin these regions. Wc
cannot, hotvever, ~~nderstand
why, having carried
Alexandcr tbrough the country south of the Imaus,
or Hiudoo I<oosli, to his cantonment of Alexandria
at Beghrhm, near I<&bool, the Professor sl~ould

* Ariana Alltiqua-a Descriptive Account of the A n ~ i quities 511d Coiils of Af'g11:~~1ista11,
wit11 a il1enloir on t l ~ cS~~ilclii~gscallecl Tol~cs,by C . Nlassol~, Esrl., by 11. 11. W i l s o ~ ~ ,
Escl., M. A., P. It. S * Lolidoti, 1841.

&IISTORICbL RESULTS

altogetl~eromit in this part of his work" the operations of two entire seasons in Bactria, north of that
range, and proceed wit11 Alexander's march to the
had not intervened;
Indus, as if these two canl~aigr~s
for, in fact, it uras in Bactrii that the Greek power
was most firmly established, and the march to the
Punj2b woulcl have been unsafe, if not impracticable, if that country had not been first reduced
and colonized, so as to prevent Bessus and the
Scytllians from breaking in upon the line of comnlunication with Media and Greece.
We shall also now briefly trace the march of
Alexander, including these northern campaigns.
Tlle territory acquired by tl~em,lying between
the EIindoo Koosh ancl the Sir or Jaxartes, was
much the richer and more important possession.
I t contained, according to Justin, a th0usan.d populous cities, and was lleld by an army in the field
of 15,000 men. Such was the force left by Alexander under Amyntas, to cover and support his
colonies in Bactria, when he moved against India,
and the condition of the tribes on the nortllern
frontier required evidently the perpetual demonstration of readiness to repel ancl punish aggression,
which only such an army could provide. W h e n

* Professor Wilson does, in a different part of his work,
viz., when treating of the geography of ancient Bactria, state
the line of Alexander's march to the Saxartes, but very briefly,
and the continuity of tilo narrative of tllc expedition is lost by
tl~ir~
division of the subject.

-
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Bactria ultimately revolted from tl-tc Syrian kings,
Aria and Afgh&nistan, or Ariana, followed with
it, and the history of the one is so mixed up'with the
other, that tfic allotment of lrings to either division
at the time of separation, and tllc determination of
the epochs of general sovercignty over botl~,are
the main work by which the skill of the critic ancl
antiquarian has to be tested. But it is not Bactria
only that is closely linked wit11 Ariana: we do not
see how Parthia, and tlle rise and fall of Arsacidan
power therein, can well be excluded from a n encluiry
into the history of tbese regions. For not only was
the cstablishrnent of that dynasty contemporaneous
with the revolt of Ariaila and Bactria, and the
relations between the three countries always intimate, but many of the Parthian kings extended
their dominion over all three, and we find Parthian kings, and kings of kings, amongst thosc
whose coil~sand relics are the materials, upon
which we have to build tlle new fabric of history
which is the result of recent discoveries.
To begin with the original conquest and colonization of these countries by the Greelcs, Arrian
tells us that Alexander the Grt:at, after the pursuit
and death of Darius, returned to the Caspian
Sea, to complete thc conquest of Hyrcania and of
the Mardi. This was in June and July 330 B.C.
The colonies here plallted were the nucleus and
main strength of the Parthian sovereignty, established eighty years afterwards by Arsaces. In
August or September of the saine year, Alexander
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nl:lrcllr?t
1 into Ari:~nntl established a garrison, wit11
:, I'trs.iinrlSntl.ap, at Susia, its the11 capital. ProfiBssor i\:\.'ilsoll fillds on the n ~ a pa place called
%llz;cn, orl tllc desert side of tlie mountains west of
tIcrlit, and supposes tliat to be the Susia mentioned
Ilv Arsiall. Dr. Tllirlwall in his liistory identifies
SIlsi:\witli Toos, ~vhich is far within the Partlliiln fr,lllticr. We incline to the opinion that
Sull&s or Snbza-w&r, a city sontl~of Herkt, and
\vi thin tlic region of fertility, is the Susia referred
to, ;ultl c ~ ~ ~ t i l iit
~ l is
l y bysituatioil a much more
likely place for tllc capital indicated, than either of
thc otl~cr.t\vo. The garrison left here was orerus soon as Alexander liad crossed the
~nooiit;~ins
in pussuit of Bessus, wl~ereupon,returning I~ilstily, Ile re-took the city, ailcl capturing
ll~til(!l~ilo~~a"
also, a place of refuge in the 11ills to the
ti:1st of Si~sia,cotltinued liis operations southward to
tl~c?I'ontus, 01. Iiilancl Sea, in wl~icllthe Helm.und
t~!rrni~intcs. SubzBr is in the direct line of such
a march, whicll is another reason for preferring it for
tl~c: capital of Aria. Alexander now effectually
sll~ljllg~tell
the entire country south of the Paropanlisus, arid placecl Governors in Seestan and
ilr;lcliotia, that is at Kan dabar,
ill Arghulld;b,
wllicll Professor Wilson, with .good reason, considers
1)0\\~1~!(1

* JIr. Elphinstone

considers Artachaona to be IIerttt, but
coolil scarcely have been the strongliolcl of refuge, to
wl~icll the rc.ivolting Pci,sian w o ~ ~ l retire,
cl
being on tlle direct
litlc of ~rlarcll to Bnctriil froin Seestan. Sakllir, the capital
of tltt. C+l~oris,is n much more likely po5itioq.
that

-.
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to be that region. He also placed a colony in a
new city, built to control the Arialls, nrhich all
anthorities concur in regarding as the foulldation
of the afterwards, and still famoos city of Her&t.
From this point, starting in the encI of October,
Alexancler marched to the Kbbool valley, through
a country occupied by Indians, and bordering on
Arachotia, ancl his troops suffered exceedingly in t$e
march from want, snow, ancl cold. We think the lille
of this rnarch was the upper or hill route from I-Ierkt,
running close under, and amongst the hills of
the Paropamisan range, a region then occul~ied,
accorclir~gto all authorities, by an Inclian race;
2nd i11 confirmation of this line of march, we
have the fact given by Arrian, that imillediately
on Alexander's return across the Hiucloo Koosh
from Bactria, his first act was to change the governor he hacl left in the Paropamisus, which shows
that he llad previously marched through and snbjugated that 1611 country. Besides, the time (October) was short for a circuitous march, aiid if lie
bad take11 the route by Kandahar, and fouild snow
in that vicinity, the passage by Ghuzllee would
have beell quite closed, as we know by the sac1
experience of disasters in consequence.
The cantonment in which Alexander's army
t,lle wintey of 330-29 B.C. was the Alexantlrii~npz~dCaucnsum," the site of w l ~ i c lhas
~ been

* Professor Wilsor~is inclined to the opinion that the ancient
city, ofrilicll ~ u i n sare found nt Bcghr&m,woe Nicea, and that
Alcxandl~in m:w c l o s c ~i ~ n d c ithc
~ mountains in the Ghorbl~nd
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traced on the plain of Bcghram near Chkrikar,
about thirty or forty miles north of Kabool. I t is
here that coins of the Greco-Bactrian kings and of
their Scythian successors, have been found in
much greater profusion than any where else, the
place is likely, therefore, to have been the Capital
of the region of the Kophen or KBbool river.
Early in 329 B. c. Alexander crossed the Hincloo
Koosh, and captured Drapsacus, or Indrkb. Thence,
marching down the Oxus, he occupied and established garrisons in the country between that
river and the mountains, while Uessus flying northward, across the Oxus, to Nautaka, or Karshi, was
pursued and captured there by Ptolemy. Alexander then marclied to Markanda, or Samarcand,
and drove the Scythians before him to the Sir or
Jaxartes, which river he crossed, and. gained a
great battle on the n~ountainsopposite to Khojund.
On the Jaxartes Alexander remained some time,
establishing colonies for the defence of the passage
ofthilt river against Scythian incursion. While he
was so occupied, Spitamenes came from the Kuzil
Koom Desert and fell on Markanda in his rear.
Though this partizan leader failed to capture thc
town of Markanda, hc overpoweretl and cut to
valley. Beghrhn, however, is the more important position,
commanding aZZ the passes to I<oondooz, and Khoolum east of
the Kobi-Bnbit mountain, and seems much better adapted
for a cantonment, and capital city, tl~an a site in the close
valley higher up. I t appears, therefore, lnorc likely to be the
Alexandria refer~~ed
to, which was the larger and more famous
city of the two.
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pieces a. division of the Grecian army sent for its
reinf'orcernent ; whereupon, Alexander countermarching, took Kuropolis, which we suppose to be
the ancient IGsh, now Shuhur-Si~bz,and ravaged
t h e entire valley of the Zurafshgr, the Polytimetus, or. Samarkand river. As the year 329 B. c.
was drawing to a close, when these ope~*ationswerc
concluded, Alexander wintered his army at Ariaspe,
o r Zarihspe, which for many reasons we conclncle
to be I-Iaz$rasp ; First, because of its being in a
military point of view the best position he coulcl
occupy in advance to check Spitamenes, being on
the border of the desert, wit11 the Oxus available
to bring down his supplies. Secoadly, because
i t i s on tbe borders of Kharizm, and he was here
i n close comlnunication with the Khorasmeni,
Thirdly, because, while in this cantonmeat, he
received a mission from the banks of the Wolga,
for iiikerco~wsewith which region it Iies convenient,
and lastly, from the great similarity of the name.
In the spring uf 328 B. c., Alexander took the
field in five divisions, to reduce the entire country
between the Oxus ancl Jaxartes. Spitamenes was
clefeated, and slain at the beginning of the campaign, after a vain attempt to surprise Ariaspe,
whicli confirms its identity with HazBrasp, a place
well in advance, and, therefore, subject to such
a n attack, The rest of the season was devoted to
the reduction of thc numerous strongholds in the
upper part of Soghdiana, aild MLwur-oon-nuhixr,
;~nd t o thc cstal)lishment of colollies ancl garrisons

.

to hold the country subdued. The winter of 328
-27, B. c. was passed at Na~~taka,
or Karshi, and
in the spring of 3127, B. c. Alexander rbecrossed thc
Iiincloo Koosh, and from Alcxandria apud Caz~cusu?n cominenced operations to reduce the country
between that range and tlle Sofed-koh, tliat is i n
the Kohisttin and KBbool valley to the lndus.
Alexander hi~nselfcommanded to the north of tbe
K o ~ h e n ,or I<&bool river, and H e p h ~ s t i o n with
Taxiles, the Indian Iring, took the route to the
south. The latter arriving first at Attuk, built
tliere the bridge of boats, by wliich Alexander's
ariliy passed into the Punjbb. Professors Lassen
ant1 Wilson follow these operations in considerable
detizil, adopting Arrian's report of them, which is
confiriilecl by what we now know of the geography
of tlie entire tract. For our prescnt purpose, i t is
sufficient to state bricfly that t i ~ i sentire couiitry
was subdued, and colonized like Bactria, i u the
months of April ancl May, 327 B. c. In July,
327 n. c. Porus was defeated on its banks of the
Jililum, and the inontlls following werc spent i11
colonizing and reducing the Punjbb, and in building a fleet for the descent of tlie Inclus.
The greater part of 326 n. c. was passed i n t h e
passage dowil that river, and in operations to reduce the different races which occupiecl its banks.
At the close of the rainy season, that is in about
September or October, 326 B. c. Alexander commenced his return march in three divisions. T h e
first, wit11 the heavy baggage, he sent by Kandal~ar
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and Seestiin, undei- Craterus. The second he led
himself, by the sea coast, througl~ BaloochistBn
and lllakr&n to Icarmania (I<Gi*ndin). A third hc
sent by the then unexplorecl sea-route to the Persian
Gulf, under Nearchns. All met at Suza towards
thc close of 325 n. c . , the greatest hardships having
beell encountered by Alexander himself, in passing
the arid deserts of sontliern Persia.
Tlic result of tl~ese operations was, not merely
that the conquering army swept over the face of
Asia, leaving, like Tymoor, Chuilgeez Khan, and
Attila, marks of ravagc and desolation only in the
regions traversed, but that the whole of the wide
tract of country from the Mediterranean to the
Indus, and from the Jaxartes and Caspian to the
Sea, was subdued, garrisoned, and colonised,made, in short, part of the Grecian empire, thus
completely established i n the East. We do not
hear that any where the native population rebelled,
and threw off the Grecian yoke, OY ove~powerecl
t h e garrisons left to maintain possession of the
conntry, excepting only in the PunjLb, near
twenty years afterwards, during the troubles which
followed the decease of Alexander. Everywhere
else, the goveriiinent and the armies were Greek ;
Hellenism was the system upon which the administration was organised and condncted, and society
and religion yielded to the ascenclancy of tllis doininant principle.
Alexander. clied in the spring of 323 B. c., that
is, in the seconcl gear after his return to thc ancient
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capitals of the Persian and Assyrian kings, leaving
only a posthumous son. He caught a fever in the
marslies of Mesopotamia, while planning a fresh
capital for this vast enlpirc in that central region.
Consequently, we can only conjecture, what might
have been the result, if his life had been spared to
the ordinary average.of huinan existence, or if an
able successor liad been left, to perfect the arrangcme11ts he had so auspiciously commenced, and to
consolidate, secure, and coinpletely IIellenise this
wide dominion. But Alexander's empire, though
of only ten years growth, was by no means transient. Elis colonies, and their institutions, manners,
and language hacl struck deep root even in this
short period, and we shall find that the impulse
towards Hellenism had a lasting action in central
Asia, the effects of which werc felt for at least five
l~nndrcclyears after the dccease of the conqueror.
It is tlie especial object of these pages to endeavour
to trace out this action ill the regions where it had
to maiiltain a struggle with barbarism, and to show
how it finally sunk, and was extinguished, without
exciting even a passing regret, or receiving the
notice of a recording sentence, from any historian or
writer of the distant West.
Alexander left, as above stated, no successor, for
,
the posthumous child of
his brother A r i d ~ u s and
Roslluna, or Roxana, called Alexander after his
father, can scarcely be so considered. The consequence was, that the marshals, and men in power,
became each independent, refusing obedience to
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their cquaIs, OF to any council of such at headcparters.
The only system of governin en t Alexander hacl
had time to organize, was that of military occupation, and, of course, the military commandant of
each district was the satrap, in whose person, and
through whom, every authority of the state was
locally exercised. Wliile Alexander lived, the
power of removal being absolute, and arbitrarily
exerted, these satraps were effectually held in
check; for none dared refilse a summons to the presence to answer a complaint, or to render account of
any doubtful action; but on his death, the annihilation of this controling power, which existed but in
the prestige of the conqueror's name and character,
was immediate. There was no methocl OF controling, removing, or punishing a military satrap, but
to direct against him the arms of a rival neighbour.
I n this manner Eumcnes, the Governor of Cappadocia (n. c. 322), was employed against Craterus,
whom he defeated and slew in action ; and, being
proscribed for this success by the Macedonians
who loved Craterus, Antigonus (B. c. 320), was
similarly employed against him. Eumenes was
now worsted in turn, and driven out of Asia Minor
(13. C. 318, 317) ; but jeaIousy of Antigonus lecl to
]?is being re-employed against that chief, and the
war between them was carried into Media and
Parthia. Eumenes maintained the struggle for
two ycars with eminent skill and good success,
notwithstanding t11.e ill-will of the Macedonians.

I n the third campaign

315), however, after a
victoq pined, he was delivered up prisoner to llis
rival by his own troops, and Antigonus becoming
ill coosequcnce the sovereign of Asia, assulned
openly the regal title. His first act after the overt11row of his rival was, to send the Argyraspides,
Silversliields, a favored corps of emeriti, to be worn
out by tlie liarcl duty of Aracl~otia,as a punisllmcnt
For thcir bad faitli to Enmenes. Seleucus (B. c. 314),
Govcrnor of Babylon, was soon after clispossessed
by Antigonus, ancl fled to Ptolemy, whom lie
instigated to oppose Antigonus, The two ilivacled
Syria and Phenicia from Egypt (0.c. 312), and
g~iniiigsomc atlvantage, Seleucus started thence
with 1000 111~11,and recovered Babylon, t l ~ epopulation of wllicli mas friendly to him. Thence,
influencing the garrisons of Media and Persia, he
cspclled tlie Governors for Antigonus, wlio was so
occupied by his war with Ptolemy, that he could
only send lieutenants against Seleucus, and these
were successively defeated. In 305 n. c., Seleucus
gaining a great victory over Nicanor, one of these
lieutenants, followed it up by seizing and adding to .
his o\irn government, tlie whole of Media, Hyrcania,
Parthia, Bactria, and Aria, and all the countries as
far as
Indus. In 303, he crossecl that river
to n~ake
on Cil~~iidsa
Goopta (Sandracottua),
~110,during these contentions, had expelled the
Grecian garrisons from the Punjlb, and had so
recoverecl that couiltry for the native sovereigns of
India. Seleucus made, 'lioruovel; a hasty peace
(B,C.
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wit11 Chundra Goopta, ceding the Pullj$b as far as
the Indus,"and receiving 500 elephants, bcing callecl
back suddenly for a final struggle with Antigonus.
In this war with that chief, Lysimachus assisted
froin Thrace, as well as Ptolemy froin Egypt, and
Antigoaus being driven into Phrygia, was there
defeated and slain by Seleucus in 301 LC.
From this period till 280 B.c., when Seleucus
Nicator was assassinated by Ptolcmy Ceraunus,
after a victory gained over Lysimachus, in which
that ltiilg also was slain, t l ~ ewhole of Asia to the
Indus and Jaxartes, was under the Syrian king.
The son of Seleucus, Antiocliils Soter, from 280 to
261 B. c., reigned also undisturbed over the same
territory, and left it to his son, Antioclius Theus.
Tliislastking, howevcr, gettingirlvolved in a clifficult
war wit11 Ptoleiny Philadelp1lus, and his successor,
Euergetes, neglected his Eastern possessions. Bactria, in consequelice, declarecl its independence
~lnclcrTlleodotus, or Uiodotus, in 256, or 255 B.C.
accol-ding to Bayer. Parthia followed about theyearl250 B.c., the revolt of this ~rovincebeing ascribed
to all attempt of Agathocles, the local Governo~.,
upon tlie person of a noble youth named Ti]-idates,
which his brother, Arsaces, resented by conspiring

* S h a b o says Arachotia, was also ccdecl, but this seems
clonbtfill. ICnchcbee to the Bolan Pass, with the Valley of
the Inclus, may be the region intended.
f VaiIlant gives the year 266 o.c. for the date of Arsaces'
revolt in Partliia, basing the date on the eo~isnls,nxnlecl by
Justin as i n oflice for tlie year. The year 250 n , ~ ,seems,
howover, preferably esiablishcd.
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slnyillg tlie Governor. To secure llimself, he
scizcd the ~overiiment,and the revolt being neglected, lie continued to strengtlien I~imself,u n t i l in
241 B.c., he was able to add I-Iyrcania to his
origi~ialgoverriment of Parthia, wliicl~lay between
IIcl.&tand the Caspian, and is now the ~ r o v i n c cof
wliicli Mnsllud is tlle capital.'
Tlrc native country of Arsaces is uncertain. BY
some he is called a Dal~ian,that is, a native of
Soghtl. By otllcrs, a Bactrian. Moses of Chorene,
the liistorian of Armenia, who lived in t h e fifth
ceritury of our era, wl~enthe Arsacidan dynasties
had rcccntly bcen expelled from both Partliia a n d
Arnl~enia,declares the first Arsaces to have been a
native of Uulkh. T-Ie aclcls, that thc dynasty were
called J3alliavenscs, or Pahlavecan, from the circnmstailce tliat Bulk11 was added to Parthia, and made
its scat of Govcrninent, by the son of Arsaces,
r~ieailillgMithriclates, the great-grandson. S t r a b o
siiys that Arsaces was a Bactrian, who had fled to
l'urtliin, because the rival party of Theodotus had
1~rwv"ileclin lris native city, which is not a t all
i~lcoiisistciit \vith the Armenian's story. We
i11 a 110tc below tlic words of Moses from tile Latin
translation,? becausc the passages are curious, and
~01itiliuthe earliest mention we fnd anywhere of
Tlue Persians consider IChorasan to include Herfit and
P:~ropn~rlisnu,
nrrd nor~tll\~a.cl
to extend a5 far as Merv,
utlrt*~.~visc
Parthia miglrt be described by that name.
t Ik~q~ie,
lut dixi~rrus,p~~tscxagir~ta
almos, clualn Alexander
rl~ortlrnsest,! Parthis ilurpcriinvit Arsaces, fortis in nrbe orientis
rha

rltuz vocattir Bak.ha in rcgionc C u s ~ o r n m . (Qy. Hindos
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the city of Bnllrll, by that name, showing that it
could not well he identical with Ariaspe, as is by
some supposed.
Whatever may have beell the country and race
to which Arsaces belonged, we find hiin using
Greelr only on his coins, and in his public lettew
and correspondence. There is no ot-her language
or character found on any coin of kuown Parthian mintage and type. Some coins indeed, with
Parthian names and bilingual superscriptions, and
one of an Arsaces, have recently been discovered
i n Afghanisthn, and on them we find the Parthian
title of king of Icings : still, it is doubtfill whether
these are the coins of Parthian kings of kings, or
of Satraps, who cleclared their independence, and
assumed that lofty title ; and, eve11 if some of then1
be coins of real sovereigns of Partl~ia,they will
have been minted locally, to provide a local
currency for Afghanistiin.
The Arsaciclan coins of Parthia proper, have
ordinarily the sovereign's heacl, without any illKoosli) posits.-Book II., cap. 11. p. 54.-again in page 188,
D e regiis stupibus. '' Tum filius ejus, Arsaces, qui cognominatus est magnus, qui Antiochum occidit, Volarsacem fratre111
suum Armenia regem fecit, et ah se secundum constituit. Ipse
autem, BalI~am profectus, regnum suum ibi fundavit: ac
propterea progenies ejus Balhavense~iiominatnr, sicut Vol nrsacis fratris sui proles, ab progenitore, Arsacidum nomcn
invenit ; illi autein ~ l n n reges
t
Balhavcnscs.
N.B. The Arsaccs here rcfcrred to, wllo uet up his brotllcr
in Arl~lcnia,ancl established his own sovereignty in Bullih was
lMitllridales 1st.
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scription on one side ; on the other, a sitting
figure wit11 a bow held out, and the inscription in
Greek on four sides, forming a square on the face
of the coin.* This inscription has seldom ally but
the family name of Arsaces, wit11 the title B A Z I A E T Z
or B A Z I A E T Z BAZIAEfLN, and various epithets,
MErAZ, A I K A I O Z ,

EIIIaANHZ,

ETEPFETHZ,

Z H N I O X , or E E I N I O Z J O E O Z JN I K A T L I P , @ I A E A A H -

NOZ, OEOI-IATHP, kc. all pure Greelr, and geilerally

Y

1

in the gcnitive case. Only one of the Bilingual
coins of Afghanistan yet found, has the family
name of Arsaces on it, and all these coins, as we
slzall show hereafter, differ in other respects from
those of known Arsacidan type. I t is not easy
to classify, and assign the Arsacidan coins to t l ~ e
known sovereigns of Parthia, for the name Arsaces
is, as above statecl, cnlnmon to all, and llistory
does not tell us which of the race took the pa.rticular
e ~ i t l ~ eancl
t s titles we find on tl~em. But we have
this criterion, that Basileus only, or with such
epithets as just, illustrious, and other modest titles
of that kind, will indicate thc earliest of the race.
Great king of kings was the title first assumed
* Some of Vono~lcshave 11isname on tlie obverse, in imitae
amongst wliom he was educated :
tion p~ohablyof t l ~ Romans,
one of these is given by Professor Wilson, for comparison with
the Afghan coins of tlie same name. It has on the reverse a
Victory, instead of the sitting figure with a bow : and several
of the later Arsacidan kings coined also with a winged
Victory prescriting a crown, on the reverse, which is a device
we find on t l ~ eArio-l'arthi:~~~
coins. Tile obverse, however,
of these latter is widely diEercnt.
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by Mithriclates II., which Asiatic forln must llavc
been adopted after the conquest and acquisition of
countries bordering on India, for we find tllc
same title on coins of Scytllian kings, \vho acquired
dominion in those regions at the same period, alld
we have reason to believe i t to be of Indian origin,
There is at the Inclia House a very complete
cabinet of Arsaciclan coins, which was presentecl to
the East India Company by Sir H. Willock, now
deputy chairinan. We doubt ifany othcr M u s c u l ~ ~
has one so full. It will be seen upon exanlinatioil
of the coins, that the earliest have on the obverse
the helmeted head of a young mail with no inscription at all ; on the reverse, is the sitting figure above
described, with a bow, and the simple legend,
APZAKOT BAZIhEflZ. This coin we cannot hesitate to assign to the first Arsaces. Next, we havc
the same helmeted head, with an inscriptioil on tlic
reverse, bearing the same sitting figure, 11PXAKC)T
B A ~ I A FM
: ~E ~~ A A O Twhicll
,
may be of tlle salnc
Iring, after his defeat and capture of Seleucus, an
exploit entitling him to the epithet. Then we have
tllc same inscription,and reverse, with a filleted head
ontheobverse, having the hair full over ~~~~~~~~~~~~~s,
as is usual with kings of this race. Next, we h a w a
silnilar filleted head, with a similar reverse, and tile
inscription APZAIiOT BACIAEfiE EnI@ANOTz.
A fifth variety has, with a nearly similar obverse and
reverse, the inscription APZAKOT QlAOI-IATPOC
B A ~ I M
A E r~A A~ o r~, which word, Philopatel' is
c o l l s i ~ e r ebg
~ llolnismatist,~to dcnot,e association
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with the father while living; but history is silent
as to which of the early Arsacides falls within this
category. A sixth variety has, on a similar coin in
other respects, the inscription, APXAKOT 0 E 0 ITPOITOT BAXIAEnX MErAAOT. If we assigll
these six varieties to the predecessors of Mithritlates II,", he will bc the first crowned king of ltings
of this race; and, as his reign was one of Arst~ciclall
greatest power and pride, the evidence of coins
s u p ~ o r t sand confirms that of history. The early
coins we have noticed are not mentioned by Vaillant,
but Mionnet in his great work has supplied the
omission, and corrected Vaillant's very arbitrary
and capricious allotmeilt of coins to kingsof this race;
Visconti and several otlier foreign numismatists have
also devoted themselves to this subject, so that
there is little riew or original to be added a t t l ~ i s
clay. Nevcstheless, Professor Wilson woulcI have
made his work on Arianian relics more complete,
by including the series of Arsacidan coins contained in the cabinet referred to. Perhaps, llowever,
the description of thern, as of the Sassanian series
ill the same Museum, is reserved for 'thc special
catalogue of tlie library and cnriosities, which is
now under prcparation.
We cannot take leave of this cabinet without

* Mithridates I. is by some sl~pposedto have called himself
King of Kings; but the date of the reign of the second o f the
name is more consistent with tlie period vlien this title was
assumed in Bactria. Ettcratides, tlie cotemporary of Mitl~ridates I., only c:dlcd Ilimsclf Great Icing.
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noticing especially two coins it colltains of Arsacidan kings, which arc historical, a d very peculiar.
One bears the usual filleted head, with full locks,
and no inscription on the obverse; but on tllc
revcrse has a female bust, with prominent Iiorna~l
features, and the superscription OEPMOrzAz,
BACIAIZXAC OEAC OTPANIAX. This, of coursc,
is a coin of Phrahates, who married Thermusa, tho
maid (Ancilla) presented to him by Antllony, and
who yielded to this queen's influence so far, as to
send his four other sons as hostages to Augustus,
in order to make way for the succession of lier son,
Phrahataces, by whom Ile was soon after poisoned.
The other peculiar coin is of Vonones, of whicli
there are three specimens. A drawing of it is
given by Professor Wilson in Plate XV. of liis
Ariana, for comparison with the coins of Vonones,
found in Afghknistan. On one sidc is the head of
Vonones, with the simple inscsiption 13ACl A l W C
O N n N H C in the nominative case, according to
Roman taste. On the revcrse is a Victory, with
tile inscription BACIAETC O N n N I-IC NEIKHCAC
APTABANON, thus identifying him as the son of
Pllrallates, invited from Rome, and successful a t
first against Artabanus, but expelled soon after.
The absence of any other coinage of this k i i ~ gc011firms
Tacitus reports of his short lived power,
as the inscription does the manner of his accession.
this, we will now sllortly give
Having
tile dynasty of Arsacidan k i ~ ~ g swith
, a notice of
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such circumstal~ces as are to be gathered from
Greelr and Roman authors, in respect to cach. Mre
have llowhcre a collsecutive history of the race or
country, written with authority from native records,
or at a period when evellts were recent, and the
succession of sovereigns easily traced and ascertained ; but, of course, the notices of Parthia, in the
classic autliors of Greece and Rome, are more frequent than those of Bactria, Aria, and countries
farther East, because Parthian kings came more frequently into colIision with the sovereigns and
nations of Europe, and of Western Asia.
B.C. 254-250. ARSACES
I., a, native of Bulkh in
Bactria, revolted frorn Antiochus Theus, slaying Agatllocles, the Governor of Parthia. In
24 1 n. c. he seized Hyrcania, and fearing invasion, prepared against a coinbinecl attack from
Syria and Bactria; but Theodotus of Bactria
dying, l ~ eentered into a strict alliance with
the second Theoclotus, and so awaited the
attack from Syria. In 236 n. c. Seleucus Kallinicus having made peace with Egypt, made
a first expedition against Parthia, which was
of little effect. In 230 B.C. he made a second
cxperlition, in which he at first drove Arsaces
into Khhrizm, but was afterwards defeated a n d
made prisoner by this king, who thereupol~
took thc title of Megas Basileus. Arsaces is
said to have been killecl in action with Ariarathes of Cappadocia, but the date alld.circum-

stances are not known." Seleucus diccl by a
fall from liis horse while returning from his
captivity.
About B.C. 220. 11. A R ~ A C 11.
E S ARTABANUS,T
son
of the last king, contiilued to extencl and
strengthen the Parthian empire, adding Media
wliile Antiochus Magnus was at war wit11
Egypt. I n 212, Antiochus commenced operations against Arsaces, ancl recovered Media.
Soon after, he drove Arsaces out of Parthia,
lcaving him only Hyrcania. I n 2 10, Antiochus
captured Syringis, a city of that country ; but
Arsaces calling ill the Scythians, again made

ria
i tll

;he
al~de

* Vaillnnt quoting Arrian, apzscl Sy~~cellum,supposes
Arsaces to have been lrilled in the scconcl ycar after declaring
his independence, and to have been succeeded by his byother,
Ti]-idates. B u t we find nothing of tliis in Justin or Strabo, and
Arsaces' name woulci not have been car~.ieddown, if his life
ancl power had beell so little enduring. Tile accession of
Tiridates, ille brotllei; seeins therefore very doubtful. 8yncallus was a Byzantine, who livecl in the time of Charlemagne.
I-Ie cites Arrian, in his Chronology, for the fact, that i t was
Agatl~ocles, ancl not Pherecles, wlio committed the outrage
wllich led to the insurrection ; and although it may tl~encebe
infe~red, that Arrian's Parthian History was then extant,
Syr~cellusdoes not take any other facts from it, nor refer to it
in support of his assignment of only two years for the reign of
the first Arsaces, in opposition to Justin and Strabo. I t is
probable that one of tho brotliers cliecl after two years, but not
Arsaces.
t Vaillant gives the year 217 B. c. for that of the ncces~ionof
Artabanus, allowing two yeam to the first Arsaces, and tllirtyseven to Tiridates, and following in this the Cl~ro~~ological
tables of Syncellus.
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head with an army of 100,000 mcu, ancl in
208 o. c.Ai~tiocllusmadepeace with him, ceding
Parthia and Hyrcania in consideration of aid in
the tvar against Bactria and Aria. p o l y b i u s
calls the king opposed to Antiochus, A r t a b a n u s ,
but other authorities describe him only as the
second Arsaces, son of the founder of the
dynasty. The date of his decease is not indicated with any certainty.
1). c!. 19G. 111. ARSACE:,PRIAPATIUS,
or PHRIADATIUS, son of tlle last king.
W e know of 110
occurrences of this reign, except that it lasted
fifteen years, was peaceable, and of goocl repute, and that tlie king left threc sons, all of
whom reigned ; viz., Phrahates, Mithridates,
and Artabanes,
a.c. 181. IV. ARSACES
PEIRAZIATES
I. T h e Mardi
were reducecl in this reign, but it was s h o r t
and inglorious.
KC. 177. V. ARSACES
MITI~RIDATES
I. The d a t e
of accession is uncertain. Some placing i t as
early as 180 u.c., and others as late as 165 n. C .
It is of this king that Moses of Cl~orenewrites,
that he sct up his brother in Armenia, a n d removed the seat of his own government to
Bulkh, which he had subdued ; all Mcdia a n d
Persia, also, submitted to him at one time, a n d
captured Babylon. In 140 B.C. Demetrius
&ator attacked Parthia, ancl being joined by
many of the Greek colonists recently s u b j u g a t e d
lgitllridates, gained some successes, b u t in a
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second campaign was made prisoner by treachery, according to Justin (sirnulatione pacis).
He was well treated, and married to a daughter
of the Parthian king, but did not recover his
liberty until released by Phrahates, when
Parthia was attacked again ten years after by
his brother. After the defeat of Demetrius,
Mithridates made a successful expedition into
Inclia. He had previously brought under his
dominion the greater part of what had formed
the empire of his cotemporary, Eucratides ;
that is, besides Western Bactria, Aria, Seestan,
and Arachotia ; but Soghdiana was seized by
the Scythians.
n, c. 139. VI. ARSACES
PHRAEIATES
II., son of
Mithridates, succeeded his father soon after
the expedition into India, but the exact date
is nowhere stated. In 132 B.C. Antiochus
Sidetes inadc war on Parthia with much success
at first, from the same cause tliat had favored
Demetrius ; that is, the favor of the GrecoBactrians, who were disaffected towards Parthia; but in 130 B.C. he was defeated in a
great battle and slain. Phrahates had called
in the Scythians to aid in this war ; after its
close, they committed ravages, to punish which,
Phrahates took the field against them, and was
slain in action. There is reason to believe
that Ractria was in this reign subjugated entirely by Scythians.
B.C. 126. VII. A n s ~ c ARTABANES,
~s
uncle of PhraD
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hates, and youngest so11 of Priapatius, succeeded, but he too was wounded in an action
with the Tochari Scythians, and died of the
wound.
n. c. 115. VIII. ARSACESMITFIRIDATES
II., called
, of Artabanes, succeedecl. He
also G ~ e a t son
gained aclvantages, and made some settlement
with the Scythians, ancl by their aid is supposccl to have been established as nolninal
sovereign over Western Bactria, Aria, and at
one time as far as the Indus in Southern
Afghaaistan. Tlle Sc~thians,however, are in
this reign supposed, under .Azes alicl his successors, to havc held doininion in Bullrh and
ICabool, arld thence to have conquered the
Punjab. T l ~ cTochari, Yeutchi, or White
Huns, \yere settled under Asian Irings in
Sogdiana, and the mountaillous country north
of the Oxus. In the time of this king a letter
was aclclrcssecl to Rome, and ambassadors came
from Mithriciates to Sylla, the Dictator. He
died about 85 n.c. gloriosd senectute, but the
date is uncertain.
o. c . 85. A period of contention and civil war
follo~vccl,and if the hings of Aings of Partlliail
race, wl~osecoirls are found in Afghanistan,
of pure Greek type, were a separate dynasty,
this will be tlie periocl when most probably
their illclepenclence was declared.
and X. PI-IRAHATES,
are mentioned
XI. MNAPIZIRES
as rivals for tlie tliroile of Parthia, but little
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is known of either. The Scythians increased
i11 power during these troubles, and in 77 B.C.
placed a king on the Parthian throne.
u. c. 77. XI. ARSACES
SINATRUX,
or SANATROIICES,
as written on his coins. The Salrarauli
Scythians placed this king on the throne. A
letter to him from Mitllridates of I'ontus is
preserved in Sallust's fragments, but it call
scarcely be genuine, and seems to be of Roman
fabrication, His reign was marlied by no
event of note.
13. c. 67. X I I . ARSACES
PHRAHATES
111. son of Si~ l a t r u s ,succeeded his father, and soon after
entered into treaty with Pompey, during the
war of Rome with Tigranes of Armenia. H e
reigned peaceably for ten years. In 56 B. c.
his two sons, Orodes and Mithridates, conspired and slew him : then cluarrelliilg for tlie
succession, Orodes prevailed, and Mithridates
sought refuge and succour from Gabiaius,
Pompey's lieutena~lt,in Syria. But he being
called into Egypt, Mithridates attempted
alone to displace his brother, but was captured
and put to death.
B. c. 55. XIII. ARSACESORODES
reigned when
Crassus made his disastrous expedition, and
was defeated, a i d slain by Surenas. He d s o
was opposed to Ventidius, the lieutenant of
Antlloily : and liis favori teson and heir apparent
Palrores was defeated and slain by that general
i11 n. c. 39. Orodes much grievcd at the loss,
D 2
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nominated another son named Philahates to
be his heir, and was by him circumvellted
n. c. 37. XIV. ARSACESPHRAHATES.
A party
attempted to exclucle this son for the parricide,
but with Scythian aid he established himself,
and was on the throne when Antliony invaded
Parthia, and penetrating 300 miles beyond
the Armenian frontier (the Kur river), laid
siege to Praaspa.@ Failing in the siege, Anthony made a disastrous retreat. A brother
and rival of Phrahates, namecl Tiridates,
sought refuge and succour from August;us

using the opportunity, obtained fro111 P h r a h a tes restoration of the standards taken from
Crassus, with four sons of the king t o reside
at Ronie for education and as hostages. A fifth
son, Phrahataces, by the Italian queen, T h e r mugs, whose influence had sent away t h e hostages, conspired against his father, and g o t rid
of him by poison, in the year 4 A. D. b u t h e
was not allowed to reign.
A. D. 4. XV. ARSACES
ORODES
11. Convulsions
followed the death of Phrahates, a n d Orodes,
a son? was set up, whose civil war with his
Scleucia, on the Tigris, was the Capital in this reign, but
when it became so is uncertain. Anthony declared he would
treat when he arrived there, upon which the Parthian Amba8sador, said " Sooner will hair grobv on the palms of tllose
lrar~dsthan you b k e SeleuciaT
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parricide brother lasted nearly ten years.
Orodes was himself put to death for llis
cruelty, about 14 A.D., and a son of Phrallates,
was asked from Rome.
D. 14.
XVI. ARSACES
VONONES
the First," was
sent by Tiberius Caesar on the application of
a party at the capital of Parthia, and gaining
a victory over Artabanus, was established as
king in Seleucia. But becoming unpopular
from his un-Asiatic habits, Artabanus returned
and expelled him again, whereupon he retired
to Armenia, but being expelled thence also,
died in Syria.
D. 18. XVII. ARSACES
ARTABANUS
of Media,
said by Tacitus to be descended, on the mother's
side only, from Arsaces, and to have been
educated amongst the Dahce Scythians, was
set up by them, and though unpopular for his
cruelty, maintained himself by the same means.
In A. D. 35, Tiberius sent from Rome a second
son of Phral~ates,called by that name, and
Artabanus was expelled again from Sele~~cia,
and lived for a time in great extremity, in
the wilds of Hyrcania, but returned and again
drove out his rival. He died, leaving, accord-

* Vaillant in his Chronological Canon a t the end of Vol. I.
says, Vonones was invited in A. D. 6, but in the annals at the
commencement, A. D. 14 is the date, and this seems preferable,
and more consistent with both Tacitus and Josephus. Professor Wilson 11as given a reign of twenty-four years to this
Icing, through the mistalio of placing its com~nencernentin
6 R . c., instead of 6 A. D., wl~iclllatter date ever) is not warranted by authority.
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i ~ to~ Jose11lius,
g
seven sons, Darius, Bardanes,
Gotarzes, Ororles, Volageses, I'akores, and Tiridates. Of tlicse, according to the same authol., he l l o n i i n a t e d Bsrdanes his successor,
h u t according t o Tacitus, he was slain by
liis brother Gotarzes, who seized and held
the throne, mltil concluered by Bardanes.
a. D. 41. XVIII. ARSACESBARDANES.
This king
~vasin alliance with Rome.
According to
J o s e p h u s , his brothers yielded tlie sovereignty
to him, b u t other authorities state that lie
o v e r p o w e r e d them a f t e r a c i v i l war." His reign
was glorious, though short. According to
Tacitus, he extended his dominion as far as
* I t is quite impossible t o reconcile the account given by
J o s e l ~ l ~ uwith
s
the short but seemingly autlloritative notice of
tllesc two kings, found in Tacitus ; Josephus mentions them
in cotlr~ectiollmitli Iaates of Adiabene, who embraced Judiasm,
and ~v:tscircu~ncised,and says that Artabanus, when expelled the
secorid time from Beleucia, took refuge wit11 Izates, and was by
11i1n restored : that clying soon after, he left the throne to B a r (lanes, ~vliose nainc 11c writes ~va~hvrls,
and that this king
souglit a confederacy with Izates against Rome, wllich he
disapproviilg, was tllreatened in consequence with invasion.
D o t the Part1ii:lns not disposed to a, war with Rome, made
away wit11 Bnrdanes, aud set up his brother Gotarzes, wlio
;dso dying soon after, Vologeses, nnotller brother, si~cceeclecl,
tmrl lie assigned Nedia to his brother Pakores, a n d Armenia
to ;~ilotllerI~rotller,Tiridates. A11 this is irrecoucileable with
tllc rel~ortedglories of Bardnnes, in wl~osecourt Pliilostrntus
places ilpollonius Tyaneus as a guest for some years, and malies
11i1li~ O I I ~ I Cwith
Y
his safeguard througll Bactria to India ; 811d
as: t11is aceoullt of the irn1)ostor was written in tlle reign of
S e ~ c r u s ,it sliows 111c receivecl ilotiolls of tile ~ i a yrespecting
~ill'C1anc.s.
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tlle river Sinde ? the boundary of the collntry
of the Dahce, which we conclude to be to the
Indus south, and north east as far as Soghdiana, tlien in the possession of the Yeutclii
Scythians, who hacl overpowered the D a l i ~ .
He was cut off by treachery while hunting.
A . I). 47.
XIX. ARSACES
GOTARZES
(Persian Godurz), the next brother tlicn succeeded. He
is declared by Tacitus to have been a worshipper of Hercules, supported by Scytbian auxiliaries. Clautlius, the emperor, gave his count
a
tenance and active s ~ ~ ~ ptoo rn/lillardates,
son of Vonones, the hostage Icing, but lie
failed in an attempt on tlze throne of Parthia,
and Gotarzes died .shortly after a natural
death.
n.1). 49. XX. ARSACESVONONES
11. This rcign
also mas sbort and inglorious. The coins
ONaNOT, found in Afghanistan, with the
title of king of kings in the Arian characters and language, as well as in Greek, are
s u ~ l ~ o s eby
d some to be of this king, but
tllere is nothing known of his reign or character to confirm. the supponitio~l. He lost his
throne and life in a contest with Vologeses.
A . 1). 52. XXI. ARSACESVOLOGESES,
son of Gotarzes,
by a Greek public woman (pellex), according
to Tacitus, succeeded. This lcing ~varrccl
with Rome for Armenia, and driving out two
legions, establisl~ecl his brotlles Tiriclates
there. I-Ie hacl a Scythian war also on his
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]lands in Hyrcania, and is supposed by Plnofessor Lassen to have recovered l h b o o l a n d
Kandahar from the Kadphises race of Irings,
being identified by the Professor with the
Abagasus, wllose coins are found in the Jhbool
valley, but this seems very doubtful.
Volegeses is the king who addressed Vespasia*
assuming the title of king of kings, which
was returned by tliat Emperor with his o w n
name only, " Vespasian to Arsaces king of
kings." The reign was happy and glorious,
and of some length.
A . D. 85. XXII. ARSACES
ARTABANUS111. son of
Vologeses succeeded, but we know little of
him or of his reign.
A . U . 90.
XXII. ARSACES
PAKORES. This r e i g n
also was long, but marked by no event of note.
I'akorcs is declared to have been the friend of
liome, and ally of Decebalus, Iring of the
Daci. The coin found of Pakores, with an
Arian lcgcnd, may be of this king, and
would s11ow a wide dominion in the East, but
more probably i t is the coin of a S a t r a p who
assumcrl royalty.
AJL 115.
XXIV. A n s ~ c s sK r i o s ~ o ~(Persian
s
Kliosroo), brother of Pakores succeeded, and
was
cotexnporary of Trajan. He defeated
that Emperor's lieutenant Maximns in Meso~ h m i awhereupon
,
Trajan, fitting o u t a laqe
or
and building boats on the Euphrates,
ronqucred
entire valley of that river,
of

1

@
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the Tigris also to the sea, and set up in Seleucia
on the Tigris, another Parthian king, called
by Roman authors Parthanaspatis. On Trajan's death, Khosroes recovered Mesopotamia,
and Adrian granted a peace ceding all the
country east of the Euphrates. This reign also
was long.
A.D. 160.
XXV. AR~ACES
VOLOGESES,
the eldest
son of Khosroes succeeded. He made peace
and an alliance with the Alani, and cut off
the Roman legions stationed in Armenia. But
the Roman generals, Priscus and Cassius
retrieved affairs in that province, and carrying
the war into Persia, captured Babylon and
Seleucia, in the time of Verus and Antoninus.
The last-named granted a peace after the death
of Verus.
A.D. 196. XXVI. ARSACES
VOLOGESES
III., son of
Sinatrux, brother of the last king succeeded.
This was the king opposed to Severus when
he invaded Mesopotamia, ancl took Ctesiplion.
He was afterwards involved in a civil war
with Artabanus, during which he died a natural death.
A . u. 215. XXVII. ARSACES
ARTABANUS
becoming
sole king, was involved in a war with R o n ~ e ;
and Caracalla, soliciting his daughter in marriage, plotted to take him prisoner, or to cut
him off at a confercnce. Many Parthian
nobles were sacrificed, but Artabanus escaping,
colnmenced a war of revengc, in wllicll be
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made great lavage, and being opposed by
Macrinus, a drawn battle of all entire day
was fought, wit11 great slaughter on both sides.
Artabai~uspreparing to recommence the battle
next day, m1as informed of the death of his
enemy Caracalla, and obtained from Macrinus
some concessions which put an end to the war.
Ardeshur Babakan, or Artaxerxes, was a disting~tishedofficer of the Parthiail army, and a n
object of jealousy ill conseqnence. He was
slighted, and revolted, and after three severe
battles, conqnered and slew Artabanus, subvcrtii~gthe Arsacidan dynasty, and establishi n g his own, that of the Sessanians in 235
u.c. ; his last victory was gained at Bulkh,
and he was tl~erecrowned, according to PerTIlus closed the Greco-Parthian dominion i n
Central Asia, after a continuai~ceof very nearly 500
years. Tlie capital in the time of the Cesars was
a t Seleucia on the Tigris, and the removal froin
the original territory of Mushud and Toos was most
probably compulsory, in consequence of the growing power and encroachments of the Scythians. It
lnust at ally rate have weakened the hold of this
race of kings upon their eastern provinces. The
systeln of government was purely Asiatic ; that is,
by suhrdinate satraps, or sovereigns, each passessing full alld absolute authority over the persons
and ~'0))c~ties
of all the subjects of tile state. Bearillg this in mind,
have the less reasoll to wondel-
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at finding Pasthians asserting independence and
coining with arrogant titles in Afghanistan ; of
this, howevel-, more hereafter.
W e have deemecl i t necessary to premise this
brief srunmary of the liistory of Parthia, during its
transition back from Hellenism to a purely Asiatic
sovereignty, and condition of society, because without continual reference to its position and relations
with the countries borclering on it, the condition of
Bactria, Aria, ancl of KabooI, i. e., the country of
tlie Kopheiles river, would scarcely be intelligiljle.
W e shall now put together what the learning
and research of western scholars have' extracted
from ancient authors, and froin modern cliscoveries,
in respect to those more distant regions ; and lrere
wc have to rcmarls, that amongst cotemporary writcrs on this subject, Professor Lassen" only has
endeavoured to generalize
the data, and to classify
the kings, whose names have come to light, systeinatically by dynasties. Others have been contell t
to treat tlie sul~jectmore strictly numismatically,
ailcl to discuss the coins rather than the historical
probabilities connected with the names they bear,
and Profcssor Wilson, especially, has preferred that
coorsc. Tlierc is undoubtedly in Profcssor Lassen's
i~ictlloclsomctlling very national and German ; he
luunclics bolclly into the wide ocean of conjcctclre
to supply dcficicncies in his information, and builds
tllcorics rcgarcliog his dynasties, nations, ancl races,
* Zur Gcscl~iolltc!dcr G~~ccl~iuchcn
Iconigc in Bactrien, by
Losser~. Boiui, 1838. (Tran~latcdin Calcutta, 1840.)
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without any very substantial stratum of authoritative facts for a foundation, and wit11 materials
quarried often in the imagination. The course of
our English professor is the safer for the critic, and
may on that account have Inore lasting value. H e
has ordinarily the support of Mionnet, Visconti,
P. Rochette, and other eminent numismatists, for
the inferences he draws, and assigns dates to the
different kings, of whom no mention is made in
history, upon evidence afforded by the coins in
their execution, or through some similarity of
emblems and symbols with those of other countries, or with one another.
We confess, however, that we incline to adopt
many of Professor Lassen's speculations, theoretical
as they are, and think the plan of systematic
arrangement which he has adopted far preferable
for the general reader. We shall proceed, therefore, to explain the principles of his classification,
noticing the principal differences of opinion between
him and Professor Wilson, and adding, with the information brought to light since the works of both
Professors were written, a theory of our own, in
respect to one of the Scythian dynasties, resuscitated by these discoveries,
Professor Lassen, using as landmarks those kings,
whose names he finds mentioned in ancient authors
with any circumstances to connect them with particular regions, or with settled dates and known
events, arranges the new kings, whose coins have
h e n recently discovered, on the following l>rinciples,
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which, whether original or borrowed from preceding
anticluarians, are at least rational, and command
assent.
First, one or two coins only have yet been found
of Theodotus, but these, as well as the coins of
Euthydemus, and of Demetrius, the known earliest
kings of Bactria and Ariana, resemble the coins of
the Seleucidze, o r Greco-Syrian kings ; they are of
excellent workmanship, with fine heads on the obverse, and some mythological emblem on the reverse,
and with superscriptions generally confined to t l ~ e
latter side, in the Greek language only. Such being
the character of the earliest coins, any similar that
have been, or may be found, with new Greek
names and simple titles can, it is assumed, belong
only to the same race and period. Coins of
Heliocles, An timacl~us,Agathocles, and Eucratides,
have been discovered, answering precisely to this
description ; but there is this difference, that of all
these kings, there are also coins with bilingual
inscriptions, whereas, of the earliest kings, there are
none yet found that are not purely and exclusively
Greek. These kings, therefore, or some of them,
the two last named supposed the earliest, taking up
the coinage from their predecessors, in the provinces which used Greek only, may fairly be presumed to have made the change during their reigns,
by introducing the new language, also, where i t was
vernacular, which must have been in some part of
their dominions. Their reigns, too, must, i t is
have preceded those of kings, of whom
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rlo,lc but bilillgual coins exist, unless the latter held
dominion in differentterritories. The new lallguage
Ive find called Asian, Arianian, Bactrian,
&booliar1(me
tlie first of these names), according. to
tile supposed locality of its native use. All the kings
adopted it for their coins place it only 011 the reverse, reserving tlie original Greek for the ol.merse,
\\?it11the liead or bust. Eucratides is a known
kirlg, cotc~llporarywith Mithridates I. of Partllia ;
the otl~ersabove namecl are new : of them more
I~creaftcr.
Secondly. Tlicrc are coins with Greek inscriptioris o n l ~ of
, inferior workmaaship, and with Barb:lriun ilauics; sorne of these have pure Greek
titles, as SnTIIP, MErAS, AIKATOZ, kc., and some
l~nvcboth barbarian names and titles. All these
l'rofi~rror Lassco ascribes to Scgthian dynasties,
wllo arc known to llave overrun Soghdiana ancl Bactrin i11 thc seconcl century before our era, and subscqiieritly to huvc estiiblislled tllemselves in Afghanistan. The coins of this description of different
tyllCS 1 1 ~
assigns to different races and periods of
this Scythim dominion, and, in doing so, is corn~"'llcd to deal largely with theory and conjecture,
reekillg Supllorts from Chinese and Mollgolian
sources, as well as from classic authors,
Tllir(lly. By far the largest number of the new
coi~lsfound are hiling~~al,
of excellent workmanship.
hl;lll).
f i ~ Greek
l ~
heads, l ~ i t hplain inscriptions on Qneside, and on the otller some type from
(.'rc('i"n lllJ'lllology, as Jupiter, Minerva, Hercules,
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the Dioscuri (castor and Pollux). Somehave
a horseman on thc obverse, or a Victory Tvitll
wings, or an elephant, or a Bactrian cainel, and
some have on the reverse a device of this descri13tion, and some on both sides; but the kings' names
a r e i n pure Greek, the inscriptions plain, and the
strange language on the rcverse having bee11 decypherecl, by using the names as a key to the
alphabet, proves to be Sanscrit, or Pracrit, the
vernacular form of Sanscrit, written semitically
from 11ight to lcft. These bilingual coins, like tlle
pure Greek coins, are of several races of kings: Of
some both names and titles are pure Greek, with
Arian words, exactly correspoilrling ; of some, tlle
names are Parthian, and titles Greek, with Aria11
inscriptions, not exactly corresponding ; of others,
again, the names are barbarian, but titles Greeli,
and exactly translated into Arian. But there is a
fourth class, with barbarian names and titles in
scarcely legible Greeli characters, and with Ariaii
inscriptions, not corresponding, and not decypherable, or rather not yet decypl~erecl. All these
belong, of course, t o different races and dynasties,
ancl thc perspicacity of the critic is shown in the
arrangement and classification of the names by
these criteria.
Fourthly. There is again another class of coins
of copper, and roughly executecl, with Greek inscyil,tions and names on one side, and on the other
tile Irings' name, only without any title, in ancient
S a ~ i s c r i tcharacters, exactly corresponding wit11

01.
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those of Asoka's inscriptions on the rocks of Girnar
and Cuttack, and on the pillars of Dehli, Bhitari,
and Allahabad. Only two kings, Agathocles and
Pantaleon, are yet knovn to have coined money
with such inscriptions, and the former coined
also with Greek inscriptiol~sonly.
Professor Lassen argues, with great apparent
reason, that, as me find pure Greek to be carried
on through Scythian dynasties, and the first
use of Arian illscriptions to be by Greeks, and
not by Scythians, the new language is not of
Scytliian origin: and fu~ther,that it was not in
use in the regions of this particular GrecoScytliian coinage ; that is, in Bactria and Soghcliana, the linomn Greek kings of which, Theodotus, Euthydemus, kc., coined only G.reek, like
tliese Scythians. I?urther, because the language,
so far as it has yet been decypliered, proves to be
Sanscrit, tl1oug11 written from right to left, he assigns it to the Kabool valley and the Paropamisus,"
whicli are known to have been peopled from India
before the expedition of Alexander. The coins,
with Sanscrit cha~actersof the age of Asoka, he
assigns to tlie country immediately bordering on
the Indus, and to a period earlier than that of the
adoption of the Arian language. A peculiar value
* The Paropamisus being peopled f ~ o mIndia, may have
received its alphabet from Assyria, which would account for
'

the language being of Sanscrit, and the alphabet of semitic
origin. In the tombs of Tuscan kings Greek bas been found
written in the same manner.
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will attach to tlie bilingual Arian coins, if, tllrougl-ll
t h e m , we succeed in completely discovering the
language, of which they are the key, and so obtain,
f r o m inscriptions on rocks and relics, substantial
evideiice of dates and circurnstanccs connected
the dynasties which used it. The late Mr. James
Prinsep, whose perspicacity and laborious study
11ad previously restorecl the language of the Indiall
k i n g s wc read of as corresponding and making
treaties with Seleucus and Antiochus, has the princ i p a l merit of using the names found upon these
coins, as a key for the discovc~yof tlie Arian
alphabet, and of carrying it further into the titles,
by which tlie kings who adopted the bilingual fornl
of coinage chose to distinguish tliemselves ; but in
these researches he had several competitors, and in
t h e assignment of values to letters, as well as in tlie
ascertainmeat of the proper reading of the epithets
a n d titles, he was sometimes, as we have before
stated, rivalled, if not anticipated, by the learned of
Europe, Much as has been done, however, in this
l~ar~;iclllarline, w e shall not think that discovery
has reached its limit, until the inscriptions found
i n A r i a n cl~aractersupon rocks, and on the relics
tumuli, are also de~yphererl; for it is
topes
through them only that we can hope to obtain a
tmstworthy ilistorical recorcl, to confute, Or confirm,
the conjectures which, at present, are our only
guide in the dark obscurity ~roclucedby
indiffirelice anclneglectl u.estel.11 writers. T h e literat u r e of ancicllt Tnclia has been searched ill vain for
E
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facts and circumstances to illustrate this
SalIscrit books are yet more destitute of historical
notices, than those of classic Europe. A r a y of'
doubtf~~l
light is, however, cast on the p e r i o d
by Chinese historians, and Professor Lassen l-las
made good use of these authorities in the illustration of his theory of Scythian ascendaiicy : b u t it
is only a lightening glimmer that we derive from
that source, and it may prove deceitful in the
decluctions ancl inferences to which he has applied i t Having noticed that the arrangement of the new
liings, and the assignment of dates and territol-ies
to them, are built mainly on the varieties of the
coins above briefly stated, we shall now f o l l o w
Professors Lassen ancl Wilson through their chronological classjfication, and apply it to the known
history of tbis part of Asia.
n.c. 256. The first TIIEODOTUS,
or Diodotus, on
whose coins me find the simple inscription,
AlOAOTOT BAZIAEnX, is declared by Greelr
and Latin historians to have asserted his independence at tlle same time that, or a little
before, Arsaces revolted in Parthia. If Strabo
is to be believed, who says that Arsaces fled
from B d k h to Parthia, because the rival faction of Theodotus prevailed there, the revolt
of Bactria may have been some years antecedent. The reign of Tlleodotus c o n t i n u e d
until after Arsaces had conquered Hyrcania,
for the latter then feared a confederacy of
the Bactrian with the Syrian king; he was,
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however, relieved from this fear by the deatll
of Theodotus, and thereupon entered into strict
alliance with his son and successor of the same
name ; from this circumstance we are led to a
conclusion as to the date of his decease.
8. c . 240.
THEODOTUS
11. l v e have no certain
knowledge of the character, actions, or fate
of this king, nor do the few coins yet found
afford any mealis of distinguishing between
the father and son. The extent of their
domillion is also uncertain. It is said, indeed, that the other Greek colonies of the
further Asia, followed the example set by
Bactria and Parthia : but whether Aria,
Arachotia, and the Paropamis~~s,
including
Kophen, or the Kabool valley, ranged themselves under Theodotus, or chose their separate kings, is nowhere stated. We conclude that Theodotus held clotninion over all
the countries east of Parthia, because the
name of no other revolting sovereign is anywhere mentioned, and we know that Arsaces I. had only Parthia and Hyrcania.
o. c. 220. EUTHYDEMUS.
The coins have BAZIA E ~ XE ~ O ~ A H M O
on~ the
* reverse only,
wit11 a Hercules standing, or sitting. The
only other reverse typc is the wild horse
of Bactria, with the same inscription. This
king we find established at the timc of the
expedition of Antiochus the Great, which was
*.

* See platc, No. 1E
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tllidertaken in n.c. 212. He does not a p p e a r
to have assistecl in that king's war w i t h
rlrsaces, but after the peace betwcen tliern, h e
niut in battle the united Syrian aud P a r t h i a n
forces, and was defeated. T l ~ ebattlc must
have beerl fougl~t near Merv, wllere the
ancitlnt rlritiocl~iais sup~osedto have stood.
E~ltl~ydeniusfled after it to Ariaspe. The
eitucltiun of IIazarasp, across tlie desert, is
jtrcciscly tliat to wl~icli,after sucll a defeat,
tiit? l3actriau king might be expected t o retirtb.'
Ilutllydenins llad there the clcsert
brtwt:cn 11il11arid the conquerors, with S o g l l t1i;tna and the Scytllians for a resource i n his
rcaar. llis t~ppeal from that place is said to
11uvct lritl great weight wit11 Antioclms.
He
rt!l)rt~sl!ntetl,t11:tt it was not hc that had
revvltetl from Syria; but, on tlie contrary, he
Ilii(1 o~erpolvercd and di~placecl the family
tltat was guilty of that act. Tliat lie personally, tllrreforc, was er~titledto favour r a t h e r
then tznmity. On tlie other hand, tliat it was
fur the interest of Antioclius as a Greek to
strcngtllcli and support, instcad of w e a k e n i n g
Ilirn, for that it was as much as the G r e e k s
could do, to rrlaintaiii tliemselves against the
Scgtltians wl~oliad been called in by Arsaces.
That by receiving him into alliance, Antiochtzs
that Arsgces fled in the same direction when
hard p r z w i I I Peleucus
~
Callinicna, and was received and
tlhrihtrgi fly tllr' (!horimmi or t r i k of Kharizm.
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might restore the Greek dominion over t h e
whole country held by the first Seleucus,
that is to the Indus, which, if he wastecl his
resources in a Bactrian war, he would lose t h e
opportunity of doing. These arguments,
urged appropriately by the son of Euthydemus,
Demetrius, a handsome youth, who found
immediate favour, prevailed with Antiochus :
and Euthydemus, obtaining favourable terms,
led the Syrian army through Bactria, that is,
by thehroute north of the mountains to t h e
Kabool valley, and across the Indua, in B. c.
206. There Antiochus made the peace with
Sophagasenus (Asolra), which we find referred to in the edicts of that sovereign,
gazetted by inscription on rocks and pillars
in various parts of India, in characters exactly
resembling those on the coins of Agathocles.*
In B. C. 205, Antiochus returned by Arachotia
and Karmailia, that is, by the route followed
by Craterus when Alexander returned. We do
not find that he met any where with difficulty
or resistance: on the contrary, it is evident that
the Greek colonists of this region regarded
with satisfaction the advent of a n army and
king of their own race, and derived strength
and increased authority from their passage

* See the translation of these edicts in the journals of the
Asiatic Society, for March, 1838, by Jamee Prinsep. That
on the Giln%rrock sl3ecifically names Antiochus (Antiochia
y6na Raja), as engaged t o use l1is influence to prevent the
slaughter of' animals.
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through the country. Professor Lassen supposes, on no ground, however, but that of
probability, that Euthydemus, being left by
Antiochus in possession of Bactria, may tlien,
or subsequently, have added KBbool to his
clominious, wit11 I-Ier&t, or Aria; aud that
Demetrius, to whom Antiochus gave his own
daugl~terin marriage, was made governor of
Arachotia, and Seestan, or Drangiana. Afterwards, when Antiochus fell into trouble, in
consequence of his Roman war, the Professor
supposes Demetrius to have assumed the regal
title in his father's life-time, and to have
extended his territory by the conquest of
Sinclh, Kutch, and Goozrat : for history mentions Demetrius as an Indian conqueror, and
we have good reason to believe that Baroach and
Surat fell at this period under Greels, dominion.
n.c. 190. DEMETRIUS,*
whose coins have AHMHTPIOT BAZIAEfiX, with more variety than
those of Euthydenlus on both obverse and
reverse. Thus tlle hcad is someitimes filletted,
and sometimes has a strange elephant headcap, ancl on one coin the elephant's head
stands on the obverse, in place of that of
the king. On the reverse we fincl Hercules, Apollo, and Minerva all standing, and
on one coin the caduceus of Mercury. The
date of the decease of Eutllydemns is not
known. Professor M7ilson places i t in 190
* See Plates I, and Y.
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n.c. his date for the accession of Demetrius.
We learn from Justin and other western
historians, tlltit Demetrius, after his father's
death, contended with Eucratides for the
dominion of Bactria, and tlle latter, being
besiegedmiitha few hundred followers, retrieved
llis a@& by his valour and conduct, and
finally overthrew Demetrius, and recovered
his dominions, ir~cludingIndia. T l ~ epassage
contains almost all we know of this king, and
of Eucratides, ancl shows the latter to have
been coternporary, in the time of his accession
to power, with Mithridates the first, of Parthia,
the date of the coinmenceinent of whose reign,
we have assigned above, in the summary of
Arsacidan kings, to the year 177 B. c. Much
argument, however, is raised upon Justin's
words, whicli are as follow :" Eodem fere tempore, sicuti in Parthis Mitl~ridates, ita in Bactris Eucratides, magni uterque
viri, regna ineunt. Sed Parthorum fortuna
felicior ad suminum hoc duce fastigium eos
perduxit ; Bactriani autem, per varia bella
jactati, non regnum tantum, verum etiam
libertatem amiserunt. Siquideln Sogdianorum, et Arachotosum, et Drangianorum, Indorumque bellis fatigati, ad postremum ab invalidioribus Parthis, velut exsangoes, oppressi
sunt. Multa tamen Eucratides bella magnb
virtute gessit, quibus attritus, quum obsiclionein Demetrii regis Incloru~npat,csetur, c u ~ l l
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trecentis nlilitibus sexaginta millia hostium
assiduis eruptionibus vicit. Quint& itaque
mcnse liberatus, Indiam in potestate redcgitUnde quuin se reciperet, a filio, cluem socium
regni fecerat, in itinere interficitor ; q ui,
non dissimulato parricidio, veluti hostem no11
patrem interfecisset, et per sanguinem ejus
currum egit, et corpus abjici insepultum
jussit."
n.c. 178. EUKRAT~DES.
Notwithstanding the above
direct evidence to the cotemporary accession
of Eucratides and Mitliridates, there is much
diversity of opinion as to the precise date of
both events. Bayer gives 181 B. c. ancl lie is
followed by Professor Wilson, Visconti 165
B. c., and Professor Lassen takes the mean of
these two, 175 u.c. which brings the date close
to that we have assignecl to the Parthian Iring,
wlion~,however, there is no ground whatever
for considering to be the elder of the two.
Professor Lassen allows ten ycars for the mars
with Dernetrius, ~vllichwore out Eucratides,
and supposes him to have finally triumphed
iibout the year 165 B. c. then to have made
a separate expedition into Inclia, up011 return
from which he was muidered by his son. T h e
words of Justin, and his designation of king
of the Indians, applied to I)emetl.ius, lead t o
the inference, that this siege was endured dnring operations in that direction. But t h e
co~nf~ry
of tlle Indians included Kabool a n d
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the Paropamisus, and much territory also to
the west of tlie Indus rivcr, towards Arachotia;
the expression, therefore, leads to nothing conclusive. Strabo adds to these particulars obtained from Justin, the cession of some psovinces of western Bactria to Mithridatcs by
g difficulties, and conEucratides d ~ ~ r i nhis
firms the reported manner of his death upon
return from India, ant1 this is all we find in
history about this great Iring.
The coins* of Eucratides discovered in Bactria
and Afghanistan are very numerous, and the
types and devices are various, betokening a
long and eventful rcign. We have some exactly like the coins of Demetrius and Euthydemus, with a filletted bead only on one side,
and the Greek inscription on the reverse, with
an Apollo. In these Eucratides is simply styled
Iring, BAZlAEiI8 E'Y'I<PATlAOT. Others have
a l~elmeteclhead on tlle obverse, without any
inscription, and the Dioscuri mounted on the
reverse, with the inscription in Greek, BAZIAEnx MErAAOT I;,TI<PATIAO'Y'. This device of the Dioscuri, on their caps, is by far
the most common of those found up011 the
coins of Eucratides, and is nearly universal
when the head is he1meted.T Again, we have
the same helmeted head with the Greek in-

" See Plate I.
+ Not quite universal. See two coins in the
plate of Wilson's Ariana Anticlua.

supplementtil

scription round it, and with an Arian inscription round the Dioscuri on the obverse, and
this comimonly on square coins, the words in
Arian being Maharajasa Mahatasa E u k r a tidasa. There is, however, one very peculiar
coin,* a tetradrachme, with the head of Eucratides on the obverse, and the words ETKPATIA HZ BAXIAETZ MEFAX in the nominative
case, while on the reverse there are two heads,
maleancl female, with the words IIAIOI<AEO?'x
KAI A A O A I K H ~ . Professor Wilson considers
this to be a coin of Reliocles, because of this
genitive case; but much the more natural
construction seems to be, that rioz is to be
understood, and that the reverse gives the
names of the king's father and mother, neither
of whose heads, be it observed, is filletted, to
denote royalty, and to neither name is there
any title or epithet.
We deduce the following circumstances from these
coins. First. That Eucratides ruled originally in Bactria, succeeding Euthydemus
there, as supposed by Professor Lassen ; for we
have oi~lypure Greek coins without the title
of great king, whereas the Arian inscription
is never found without this more ambitious
title. Secondly. That this title of great Iring
can only have been assumed after, and, perhaps
consequently upon, conquests in, and south
* See Joui,nal of Asiatic Society for July, 1838, page 638 ;
also tlie aclclitionul plate in Professor Wilson's A~ianaAntiqua.
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of the Paropamisus, or in Kabool, and that
Eucratides, then first of all the Greeks, coilled
with the bilingual Arian inscription. Professor Lassen, indeed, supposes Agathocles to
have been his cotemporary, and to have risen
with him on the death of Euthydemus, establishing himself in Kabool, and in the liills to
the Inclus, with possessions across the Hindoo
Koosh, as far as the Oxus, and holding them
until overpowered and driven out by Eucratides. I n this case, the priority of bilingual
coinage i n this region must be assigned to
Agathocles. But the second language of Agathocles was Sanscrit, of the character used by
Asolra, not Arian, as on the coins of Eucratides ; on which account, i t seems not improbable, that Agatllocles may kave been left by
Antiochus, as governor in Kabool, conseclnently
upon the cession of some part of that territory
by Asoka, the dominion of Euthydemus, being
confined to the country north of the Hindoo
Koosh. This, however, is only conjectural.
The passage cited from Justin, which speaks of
many wars waged successfully by Eucratidcs,
bears out the inference that he overpowered
Agathocles. On the other hand, the prof~~sion
in which bilingual coins of Eucratides have
been discovered in various localities, joined
to the comparative rarity of Greek coins,
with the simple title of king, seems to justify
the further inference, t l ~ a tEucratides obtailled
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Kabool and the Paropamisus at an early ~ e r i o ;d
and further, that he must have driven Demetrius into India, and rnled Ariana, or Afghanistan, as well as Bactria and Kabool, some
time before the war in which he endured the
siege of five months, described by Justin, and
ultimately overpowered and destroyed his rival.
Then, at last, he conquered or recovered India,,
re-annexing it to his Bactrian and Arianiail
dominions, and so became sole king over the
entire territory from Parthia to the Indus,
including the Pui~jkb and Sinclh, but mas
not so for any long period ; for all authorities
concur in declaring Eucratides to have m e t
his death from the ]land of his son, w l ~ e non
his march in return from this Indian expedition. No author, however, mentions either
the son's name, or any circuinstances that call
be used to assist in determining the date of
this occurrence. Justin declares the son to
have beell associated wit11 his father on t h e
throne, but we have yet lighted on no coins
to support, or give evidence of such an association ; for the double-headed coin, which
might seem to imply this, has no fillet or
royal insignia, nor title of Iring, even, for t h e
head on the reverse.
B. c. 155. HELIOCLES.-HAIOKAEOTZ
BAZIAE~~
ATKAIOT. The parricide successor of E u c r a tides is by some supposed to have borne his

a.
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father's name, Eucratides, but Professor Lassen,
follo~vingMionnet, thinks Beliocles the most
probable of the kings yet discovered to have
been this son, and Professor Wilson adopts the
same conclusion, giving 147 B.C. for the date
of his violent accession. The assumption of the
title AIICAIOT by Heliocles, is no obstacle, and
if our interpretation of the double-headed coin
be correct, there is the Grecian, as well as the
Asiatic custom, of naming after the grandfather, i n favor of this supposition. The coins"
of Heliocles are found both pure Greek, and
bilingual, which is against the supposition of
their being coins of the father of Eucratides ;
but not so of the son, whose government,
though short, will have extended, lilre that of
his father, both over Bactria and the Paropamisus, where the Arian language was vernacular,
n. c. 150. ANTIMACHUS.
ANTIMAXOT BAZIAEGZ,
also ANTIMAXOT BAZIAEIZC OEOT, and
BAZIAEilZ NIKHCDOPOT. The figure on the
reverse of the plain Greek coins is supposed
to be a Neptune, but this seems very doubtful.
Assuming Eucratides to have reigned 25 years,
from 175 B. c , (Professor Lassen's date for his
accession), his death will have occurred i n 150
B. C. The Professor, however, gives him a reign
of 15 years only, ending in 160 B.C. Dr.
* Plate, No. 11.
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Wilson, following Bayer, makes his reign extend from 181 to 147 B. c. P. Rochette makes
this reign end in 155 B.c., and w e incline to
prefer this clate, which is a mean of all these
opinions. We know that Denletrius Nicator
of Syria made bis expedition against Parthia
in 140 n. c., and was assisted i n it by the
Greek colouists of Bactria, then recently
brought under the yoke of Partllin, which was
disliked by them, Professor Lassen's supposition in respect to the date of the death of
Eucratides-viz. 160 B. c,, gives twenty years,
while Bayer and Professor Wilson allow barely
seven years for the rnle of such otlier kings, as
may have reigned in Bactria after Eucratides,
before the ~eriodof its subjugation by Mithridates of Parthia; our clate, 155 B . c . , leaves
fifteen years. Assuming, therefore, the coins
of p~wely Greek device, with pure Greek
names and titles, to be of Bactrian successors
of Eucratides, there are only Heliocles, Antimachus, and Agatllocles, who fulfil this conditiou, and the two former coined.with bilingual inscriptions,* that is, Greek and Alian,
as well as in Greek only, while the latter
coined also with Gseek and ancient Sanscrit
legends, As he is supposed the earliest, a n d
his case is peculiar, we must here introduce

*

Plate,

No.11:
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inscriptions discovered in topes are all in the less
simple later character, to which we shall come presently. Before dismissing these coins, however,
we must notice that numismatists extract some
evidence as to the locality of mintage from the
devices. Thus, the elephant and elephant's head on
the coins of' Demetrius, Menander, and Apollodotus,
a n d also on those of Lycias and Heliocles, are considered as indicating dominion in India. So the
llumped bull of Philoxenus, Diomedes, and others ;
while the wild l~orseand double-llumped camel are
supposed to have exclusive refel-ence to Ractria.
Again, because the coinage of Bactria and Ariana
is dcrived from that of the Syrian kings, who preceded Theodotus, an argument as to the date of
reigns is sometimes deduced from a comparison of
emblems and devices with those of the Seleucidan
coins, as from the Jupiter in a chair of H e r m ~ u s ,
which first appeared in Syria on the coins of
Alexander Zebina who died in 123 B.c., and so by
a comparison of titles, as the Theus on the coins of
Antirnachus. We attach little value to such evidences, which, at best, are only collateral, ancl lead
to -nothing conclusive. Those, however, who take
delight in tlzem, and think that useful results can
be obtained by such means, will find in the annexed
plates which may be placed alongside of any of
the worlrs already published on Syrian coins, all
tile facilities they can desire for making the comparison. W e have not, indeed, given every type
of kings like El~cratides and Mena~ldcr, ~ 1 1 0 s ~
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coins are very various, and have been discovered in
great numbers, but a sufficiency of each will be
found in these plates to show the style and peculiarities of every one of the kings ; and tliose who
desire fuller evidence, must refer to Professor Wilson, or to the original pages of the Journal of the
Asiatic Society of Calcutta. It would be vain,
indeed, to endeavour to supersede the necessity for
such reference in the case of those who desire
thoroug11ly to investigate the subject.
Of the Greek ltings above given, H e r m ~ u sis
undoubteclly the latest. Of his coins it will be
seen, that there are four distinct kinds : and the
difference between thein is so great, that some have
supposed tliere to have beell two, and even three
kings of the name. There is first a coil1 of HermBus wit11 Kalliope his wife, having a double head
on the obverse, and in execution and device in other
respects correspoilding with the coins of other
kings of Greek race. Again similar coins have been
founcl of H e r m ~ u s alone, both of silver and
copper, with the inscriptions, both Greek and
Arian, in characters evidently of the same age as
those of other Soter kings. But by far t h e most
f r e q ~ ~ e ncoins
t
of H e r m ~ u sare of inferior execution, ancl of copper : and of these there are two
classes, one with a sitting Jupiter on the reverse,
and the other wit11 a standing Hercules.
Both
have the king's fillctecl head on the obverse, with the
inscription BAXIAEf2): Z a T H POX E P M A I O ~the
,
name being at the bottom. On the coins
the
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type of Hercules, however, there are frequently at
the end of the word ZflTB130Z, or its corruption,
XTEIPOZ, the two letters, ZT,the meaning of which
has puzzled every body. Though separated from
the name, which, being at the bottom, commences
from the left, these lctters are by many supposed to
be part of it, and Su-Hermzus is accordingly given
as a different king. W e prefer to interpret the
ZT as an abbreviation. But the most strange part
of this Hercules coinage is, that the inscription in
Ariaiz on the revcrse, rouncl the figure of Hercules,
no longer contains the name of Hermseus, nor the
title Maharaja for king, nor the usual worcl for
Soter, or saviour. The letters, indeed, are in the
same simple form, with exception to a single, or
doablecross,
or -,II II which, whether letter, or
abbreviated monogram, or mere mark to shew
where to commence and finish reading the superscription, is still undetermined. The other letters
have all been read, but not with the same certainty
as the simple titles of Hermaeus's predecessors.
They prove to be Dharna,
rata, Kujulakasa
J'abnshahha, Kudaphasa, and t e self same inscription, verbatim, is found on coins with this Hercules
device, having on the obverse a head like that of
H e r m ~ u s ,but with the name in Greek letters,
XOPZO KOZOTAO ICAAQIZOT, and also on coins
with other strange names.
It would be premature to discuss here the relation
of these barbarians with Hermzrls, becausc we do not
believe Kadphizes, or Kadphises, to have been his

-I-,
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immediate successor. All that we deduce at present
is, that the coinage of Hermzus was carried on long
after his reign had closed, and was taken up, or
suffered, not only by this Kadphises, but by some
Parthians, as by Undopllerres, or Gondopl~ares; for
we find this king, also, coining with an Hermeuslike obverse, and with t l ~ e corrupted title of
~ H P O Z derived
,
from the Hercules coins of Hermzus, before he toolr the more ambitious title of
great king of Icings. We lruow, indeed, that in
ancient times miuts were not exclusively royal; but
the privilege of coining, and especially of coiuing
copper, was exercised by every city, enjoying freedom or municipal privileges. I t will be in some
subordinate mint of this description, that the Herm z u s coinage was carried down, until the desire to
gratify a new conqueror, or direct subjection to liis
rule, led to thc substitution of his name, first in the
vernacular dialect of the reverse, and at last on
both sides of the coin.
We come now to the Scythian kings, who, following the Greeks, adopted their forms of money,
that is, coined similar pieces, with superscriptions
similar, and in the same languages, but inscribed
on them their own names and titles, and varied
the emblems and devices.
D. C. 135.
MAUES. BAZIhEflZ MATOT; also
B A Z I A E f i x B A Z I A m N MErAAOT MATOT.
Rajati-rajasa Muhntasa fldasa. Some of
tllc coins of this king are of a different type
altogetller froin those of tile Greek successors
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of Eucratides; but we find him at first coining
with a type and simple inscription exactly
similar to that of Demetrius;" then we find him
bilingual, with the type of Straton and Apollodotus; and at last he comes forth in the full
blaze of barbaric pride, calling himself great
king of lrings, and issuirig a coin exactly like
that of Azes, the Scythian. From these circumstances we are compelled to assign to him
a date anterior to that conqueror, but so little
antecedent as to be his ally, perhaps to have
called him in to share the spoils of Bactria,
and, after enjoying a short-lived divided sovereignty with him, to havc yielded to the
greater autl~ority,and power of his associate.
Our reasons for hazarding this conjecture regarding Maues are the following :-First. The
name is not Greek, neither is it Parthian, nor
Indian; he was most probably, therefore, a
Scythian, the head of one of the tribes that
broke into Bactria between 150 and 140 B. c.
Secolidly. His coining in the Greek style
shows, that he must have been established
somewhere in the first instance by Greek
appointment, or at least with Greelr concurrence, and the style of his Greek, and the
forms of the letters, indicate an early date for
such establishment. He may, with his tribe,
have sold his services to different Greek sovereigns, or free cities, and so at one time coined
See Plate IV. figs. 12 and 15.
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with only Greek, and at another with Greek
and Arian, because occupying territory where
one or other form of coinage prevaiIed. Ilis
subsecluent association with Azes is proved by
the correspondence of his later coins with those
of that king ; and, by the extraordinary fact,
that a coin with the name of Il!Iaucs is in the
possession of Dr. Swiney, which exactly torresponds in type with that of king Azes, numberecl 14 in Plate VII. annexed. Now this
coin is very peculiar ; it exhibits the king with
a trident, a Tartar weapon of war, setting his
foot on a prostrate enemy, on the obverse;
and has a figure in the midst of fruit-bearing
trees, or sllr~zbs,indicating plenty, on the
reverse. It must be evident, that if such a
coin was struck and issued at the same time
by two kings, each bearing the same titles, it
must have been designed and struck to celebrate a joint victory ; perhaps one of the victories in which kings Phrahates and Artabanes
of Partl~ialost respectively their lives. More
of this, when w e come to speak of king Azes.
We llave to remark, that coins of king Maues
are rare. James Prillsep knew but of two
certain varieties, and a thircl with a Bactrian
wild horse, came tobirn too late to be drawn and
engraved (No. 1, Plate V). Professor Wilson
notices seven types of coirls of this king, a n d
another has since been discovered by Capt.
C~lnningllam(No. 13, PI. JV.) There are thus
A
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nine ascertained varieties of coins of Maues ;
but of A ~ e more
s
than thirty have been found,
and h e has twenty-five varieties of moaogram.
n. C. 130. AZES. The greatest of Scythians was
evidently king Azes, whose coins we find generally with plain distinct Grecl; characters 011one
side, and with perfect legible Aria11 on the
other. The titles of this king are uniformly
t h e same- In Greek B L 4 Z l A E ~Bc A Z I A E ~ N
MErAAOT AZOT. In Arian, Maharc~asa
Ruja-Rajasa Mahatasu Ayasa. The types
of his coins are very various.* We lose altogether the well-executed Greek bust, or head,
but have on one side a horseman, armed with
a spear, or holding out his wrist, in a hawking
attitude : on the other side, male or female
figures of various kinds, not referable to Classic
mythology ; or we have animals on the reverse,
such as the humped bull, the lion or panther,
a horse or elephant, or a Bactrian camel, and
sometimes me find animals on both sides.
Professor Lassen looks upon these val-ieties as
marking the different provinces subject to
Azes, and both he and Professor Wilson recognise in some of the figures Greek and
Hindoo divinities, but we cannot admit the
likeness. On the coin, for instance, which is
common to Azes and Maues, there is what to
11sappears to be the king with a trident, setting
* See Plates VI. and V I I , engraved by James PI-insep, and
already published in the Journal of the Asiatic Society, vol. IV.
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his foot on the neck of a prostrate enemy,
on the obverse, with the Greek inscription.
This Professor Lassen considers to be a Neptune setting his foot on a swimmer, because
of the trident in the hand of the standing
fjgure; while Professor Wilson rcgards the
tridented figure, as Siva, and in the plate of
t l ~ i scoin he gives horns to the figure under
foot, which we cannot discover on two varieties
of the coin, and so constitutes him an Asoor,
or devil subdued. The inference, llowever,
that this coin was in teilcled to typify a victory is
too obvious not to have struclr this Professor,
and in that we are agreed. But wl~atever
these figures ancl the animals on other coins,
may be int,ended to represent, all agree that
there is a marked cliffere~lcebetween the
types and devices of lring Azes, and the pure
mythological devices of the Greek coins of
preceding kings, showing a new dynasty and
new racc, if not also, as we suppose, a new
religion.
Who, then, is this great king of kings, Azes,
whose coins are so numerous, and so various?
where ancl when did he live and reign? Professor
Wilson inclines to consider him an Indian Boodhist,
with a name derived from Sanscrit, meaning " T h e
Unconquered" (Ajaya), and assigbns him a date
only fifty years before our cra, making him the successor of Azilises, whom lie places ten years earlier.
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Scythian, who conquered the Kiibool vdlley in the
time of the second Mithridates, and finally destroyed the kingdom of Menander and H e r m ~ u s ,
in about 120 B.C. Azilizes, he considers to be the
successor of Azes, and supposes him, with others of
the same dynasty, to have ruled in that quarter, and
in the Punj&b,uiltildefeated by the great Indian king,
Vikramaditya, who, from Oojein, is known to have
extended his empire to Kgbool about 56 B.C. Professor Lassen supports this hypothesis by Chinese
authority, for he finds it recorded in the histories
of that nation, that the Szu Tartars, whom he identifies with the S a w , were expellcd from the Ili
valley by the Yuetchi, or White Huns, whom he
supposes to be the Tochari,* about the year 150 B.C.
After occupying Tallia, or Soghdiana, for a time,
they are further stated by the Chinese, to have
been driven thence also some years afterwards, and
to have then established themselves in Kipen,.Jin which name he recognises the Kophen valley or
KiLboolistan. This is a bold conjecture of Professor
Lassen's, but we incline to think it a happy one, so
far as concerns the date and manner of Scytllian

* The name Tochari, or Thogari, is more like that of the
Turlrs, or of the Yuegurs, who expeIled the Yeutchi, and
Professor WiIson recognises the Get= in the name Poutchi.
t Profes~ior Wilson places Kipen in Soghdiana on the
authority of the Chinese travdlers, who, when entering India
from Balti, state Kipen to be to the North. I t does not,,however, cIearly appear from what point Kipen lay north, and we
incline to take the similarity of name for a proof of identity.
G
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dominioil in KfLbool, ancl susceptible of suppoih
from classic, as well as from Tartar authority.
The name Szu, with its varieties Se, Sai, and
Anszu, may however, as it seeins to LIS, be derived fi-om Azes, or Azou, ancl be tlie same as t h o
Asii ancl Asiani, rather than as the Sacae of S t r a b o
and Justin. Professor Lassell quotes from Strabo t h e
following asa age :-MaAla.ra 86 ~ V W ~ I P O I yeyouam rSv
vopa8Gv, 01 sous 'EAAqvas

CL~EAO~EVOI ~ Y

Baxfpravnv, 'AUIOI m *

NOWthis passage, we think, may be construed thus : " The most
famous and best lrnown of the Nomades, were the
Asii, or Asiani, who took Bactria from t h e Greelrs,
ancl the Tochari, ancl Sakarauli," &c., which A s i i
and Asimi, we conceive to mean the Scytliiails of
king Azes. This construction seems to us m u c h
supported by the extract from the PI-olegomena of
Trogus Pompeius, also cited by the same Professor,
" Addit@ res Xcythicc, reges Tocharoruna A s i a ~ z i ,
&c., which we reader ; " to which are added the
aEaairs of Scytllia, and the kings of the Tochari, of
the Axes race and dynasty." The Asii and A s i a n i
are never mentioned by Herodotus, nor named in
history as a tribe or nation, until we find them the
destroyers of the Greek power in Bactria, and fmrnishing kings to the Tochari ; nor are they t r a c e able after this event as a nation. Not so the Sacae,
Get=, and other tribes, the names of which are
Aorcrvol, x a ~?'oXagor,xzr Czxpeauho~,xfa.

* We have adopted liere the amended reading of Vaillant,
for narrnyol. The Pasians are never mentioned again,
but tlie name Asiani is very generally used, as of the same
tribe wit11 the Asii, conquerors of tlie Greeks in Bactsin.
ItArravat
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found in various ancient authors of previous and
subsequent ages. If, then, the Scythians under
Azes arc indicated as the Asiani, who overpowered
the Grecian dynasties in Soghdiana and Northern
Bactria between 140 and 130 B.c., or say about
135, D.C. we must allow for an interruption of these
conquests by the Parthian kings, who held sway in
Bactria as far as Bulkh, until the defeat and deatli
of kings Phrahates and Artabanes in 130 n.c,, after
which Mithridates 11. made some composition with
the invaders; consequently the clate assigned by Professor Lassen, viz., 126 B.c., will be nearly the time
required for the final establisliment of the Scythian
dynasty by the conquest of I<&bool: and the series
of victories that achieved such a conquest, would
justify the great titles assumed by the king after its
completion. We have no coins of Azes with less
pretension than as " great king of kings," and none
without the Asian superscription. This coinage,
therefore, followccl tlie expulsion of the Parthians,
from Bactria, and the final ovcrthrow of the Greek
power in Af'ghanistan ; but we do not draw from
this fact ail inference opposed to the supposition,
that Azes may himself, in association with king
Maucs, have been the conqueror of Bactria also.
If, however, the Asii and Asiani are to be understoocl as meaning the Scythian, or Szu Nomades,
who obeyed Icing Azes, it is clear that he united
under him inany tribes besides the Tochari and the
Sac=, in like manner as other Tartar conquerors of
later day have done. The title "king of kings" is of
G 2

I
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itself evidence of this; the Sacians, therefore, can
have had n o exclusive property in such a sovereign,
as supposecl by Professor Lassen. Their settlement,
first in 1;lle Khbool valley, and afterwards, consequently upon fresh convulsions, in Seestan, or
Sajistan, is an hypothesis that may or may not be
true, quite independently of the general sovereignty
of king Azes, and his conquest of Kiibool, or the
Kophen valley, in 126 B.c., as stated by Chinese
historians. Let us now see how the existence of
such a sovereignty is supported by other Tartar
authority, than that derived from Chinese history.
Abool Ghkzi Khan's genealogical History of the
Tartars is the only work of the West, in which the
traditions of these Nomade tribes have been collected. W e there find, that a king named Oghus
(Ooghooz) Khan, Lj?, 1 warred successfully for
a long time against other tribes, until he established amongst them, at last, sufficient authority to
attack Itbarak Khan, of Kashghur, and Khotun.
Being worsted a t first, he renewed the war, and in
the end conquering this king also, put him to death.
" Then returning by the frontiers of India towards
Talash, Saram, and Tashkund, he took these places,
and sent his son to reduce Toorkestan and Andejan (on the Jaxartes), which he effected in six
months. Then Oghus Khan advanced towards
Samarkand, and conquered that place, and Bokhara. Next he took Bulkh, and in the middle of
winter crossed the mountains to Chor, (Charikar 1) suffering much from snow and frost.
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H e r e h e wintered, and reviewed his army in the
spring, and then marched against Klbool, Ghuzni,
and Kashmeer, where reigned a king named Jagma
(Hermaeus ?), who maintained himself in mount a i n positions for a year, but was in the end defeated and slain. Oghus Khan then returned to
Samarkand by Buduklishan, and sent an expedition westward against KhorasLn, &c."
Now the line of this series of conquests corresponds exactly, with that required for the overthrow
of the Greek power in Eastern Bactria and Kkbool,
and is quite consistent with the retention by
Mithridates 11. of Western Bactria, that is Merv,
K e r & t and SeestLn, with which they would not
interfere. The history proceeds, that advantages
w e r e gained over Parthia afterwards, because of the
king's death, and the nonage of his successor,
which also tallies with the accounts of the confusion i n Parthia, and increase of Scythian audacity after the death of Mithridates 11. The Tartar
tradition, however, gives no help to chronology,
for it assigns to Oghus Khan a reign of 116 years,
and a date four thousand years before Chungeez
K h a n , whereas twelve hundred years is a sufficient
period to have intervened between the two. In
support of the hypothesis, that Oghils Khan may
h a v e been the great king of kings, Azes, we have,
besides the similarity of name and of concluests,
a curious coincidence; viz., that the Asii or Attasii,
whom we suppose to be the Azes Nomades, are
called also Augasii by Strabo, and Auzasii by
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Ptolemy, who places them i n t11e valley of Kashghur, precisely where Abclool Ghazi Khan says
Oghus Khan defeated Itbarak before entering S a c tria. In one of these appellatives, we have the
name of Oghus transferred t o the tribes he ruled,
and in the other, that of the Azes of our coins
clearly handed down for the same Nomade tribes.
We think, consequently, this Tartar tradition, as
given by Abdool Ghazi Khan, and confirined by
these names of tribes in Straba and Ptolemy, affords
as good a basis for a theory, i n identificatioil of t h e
Azes of our coins, who supplanted t h e Greelr sovereigns of Bactria ancl Kgbool, as t h e Chinese, n o t
very distinct accouut, of the migration of the SZUS
and Youtchi. The Cl~ineseaccount is, in fact, n o t
at variance with, LLI~ratller supports our theory,
especially if we are warranted in considering t h e
name Szu, to be tlic Chinese corruption of the
AZOr of our coins, wit11 which it bears a reinarkable sinlilal~ity. Having thus found a place i n
history for king Azes, let us proceed with h i s
successors.
B.C. 115. ~lzl~~sea.-nhrnrnenrnnslhEnN MErAAoT AZlAIZOT. Mahczrqjc~sccRqja-Rnjnsn fllalnhatnsa Ayalislbisn.*

Rziliscs coined mitb the same titles as Azes, and
with si~llilar bilingual superscriptions, and
devices, ancl these are continued clowil to s o m e
illegible names;/. sllowing evidently a con t i n u ance of the dynasty in the country, where t h e
Arian language was in use along with Greelr.
Pluto VII,, Nos. 27 ancl 28.

t. Platc V. fig. 2.
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On one coin noticed by Professor Wilson, the

1 riot

name of Azes is on the Greek obverse, and
Aziliscs on the Bactrian reverse, wllicll we
regard as evidence of a direct sncccssion.
Professor Lassen's hypothesis, that the dynasty
of Azes ruled in the P~tnjhb,and Khbool, until
subverted by Indian conquest in the midclle of
the century before our era, seems rational :
and that the successors of Azes had not the
same extended sway, nor length of reign, with
the founder of the dynasty, is evidenced by,
the smaller number, and greater uniformity of
their coins.
I n thc summary we have given of the Arsacidan
kings, it will be seen, that there was an interregnum
of civil war and doubtful sovereignty, after tlie
death of Mithridates II., that is in thc early part of
the century before our era. At this period we
know the Scythians to have overrun Bactria, and
thcre is, as we have shown, every reason to believe
that they were establivlied under Azes, and Azilises,
in KSlbool a n d the PulljSlb, and perhaps in Aracl~otia,
and the Paropalnisns also. We Itnow, moreover,
that the Parthian sovereignty was restored with
Scytllian aid, and had sufficient vitality, to sllbsist
for two centuries and a half more in its western
capital on the Tigris. I t is, therefore, impossible
to suppose that, during this interregnum of anarcby,
Partllian satraps yielded every where their delegated power, and retired, witllout a stru@$b to
way fop Seythians. The moro natllral Slip-
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by Mithridates. To Azes, the great king of lrings,
inany perhaps yielded a nominal, or real fealty;
and Azilises also may have maintained himself as
general sovereign ; but after him, we find Parthians
reappearing with a style of coinage, so nearly resembling that of Azes and Azilises, that we feel
compelled to regard them as successors of these
Scythian kings, and to fix the period from 90 to
60 B. c. for their reigns. Vonones, who, in his
Arian legend, i s called Balahara, seems to be the
nearest successor t o Azilises. Then we have Spalirisus, then Spalyrius, the brother of the king, and
son of Balahara, according to the Arian legend.
These three Parthians must have reigned in the
Kibool valley, and PunjLb, for there it is that their
coins are found, and not rarely. W e may suppose
them to have made the conquest of Kkbool from
Aria (Herat), o r Arachotia, which were more properly Parthian satrapies; but the style of their
coins forbids our assigning them a later date.
Professor Lassen considers it to be established,
from the little we have of Indian history, that
Vikramadiya, the fabulous hero of that country's
romance,. conquered Kkbool about the middle of the
century before our era. W e have the date of this
king's reign, from the Sumbut era still current in
India, which is 56 years earlier than our own.
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and superscription, that could reasonably be assigned to a king of Oojein ; but there is evidence
of Indian interposition in the affairs of Kkbool, and
the Punjhb. Professor Wilson, indeed, makes
Azes Indian, as we have already noticed, and
finding earrings, and Kshatrya caste-marks, on the
head and bust of the obverse of the coins of the
great Soter Megas, '' king of kings," sets him down
also as an Indian. Kadphises, too, coined wit11
devices of Siva, and the bull,Nandi, in supercession
of his original coinage with the name of Hermaeus,
and the Hercules type. This king the Professor also
regards as Indian or Indo-Scythian. Jas. Prinsep,
in one of his papers, threw out the idea that Gondophares might have some connexion with Gandharupa, the father of Vikramaditya, giving to the name
a derivation from GAPOX pallium, meaning the
" wild-ass-skin-cloaked," to connect it with the fable
of that conqueror's parentage. All these theories
are iagenious, and some very plausible ; still it is
evident, that we have yet to trace, or verify, Vikramaditya. The fact of the Soter Megas liaving
coined so largely with a Greek legend only , is conelusive against the notion of his being an Indian.
Both Mr. James Prinsep, and Professor Lassen, indeed, considered it to be established, that this Soter
Megas, king of kings, coined exclusively with a
Greek legend on the reverse, and never with Arian.
Tlie coin, No. 23, plate VII., which has the peculiar
monogram of Soter Megas, $ , they assign to Azes,
whose name the former thought he discovered in

HISTORICAL RESULTS

the Arian legend. Of this coin there are three
perfect speciincns in the Masson collection at the
India IIouse, and they do not verify the reading of
Ayasa, for the letters under the standing figure
on the reverse. Professor Wilson, who gives two
engravings of the same coin, assigns it on this account to Soter Megas, whose inscription, " great
saviour king of kings," without any name, is clearly
legible on the obverse. This discovery of a Soter
Megas coin, so like in type to those of Azes, and
with an Arian legend on the reverse, destroys
much of the theory, which placed him in Soghdiana and Bactria, at the period when Azes ruled
in K$bool. His Greek is evidently of a later pe~siod
than that of Azes, Azilises, Onones, Spalirisus, and
Spalyrius ; but it is purer than that of Undopherrcs,
Abagasus, Abalgasius, ancl that set of Parthians.
We are disposed, on this account, to assign him a
date intermediate, that is, cotemporary with Vikrarnaditya, and anterior to Kadphises, and Kadphes
Koranos, and the seat of his power will have been
Bactria, Soghdiana, and the Pa~qopamisus. This
date for the Soter Megas, lring of kings, differs
from that assigned to llim by Professor Wilson, in
so far as it places him after, instead of before,
Vonones. This Professor also has reversed the order
we have given to Azes, Azilises, Spalyrius, and
Spalirisus, besides excluding Vonones from tlle list.
Our classification places them as follows.
B. C. 100. VONONES.+
B&ZIAEdZZ RACII\E~~;ZN
ME-

" See Plale VIII., figs. 1, 2, and 3.
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rAAOT 0 NaNOT. Maharajasa Dhamihasa

BaZaharasa. I t seems to us quite impossible
to ascribe this coinage to either of the kings
of the n a m e of Vonones, whose names are in
the Arsacidan list. He will have been a
satrap, therefore, who asserted indcpendence,
ancl created himself a kingdom out of the
dominions of Azilises, whose style of coinage,
it is evident, that he continued.
B.C. 85.
SPALIRISUS.*
B B B Z I A E ~ ZB A Z I A E ~ N ,
MErAAOT IIAAI PIZOY. Maharajasa Ma.
hatakasa I;-'aZiris?~asa. There is no king on
the Arsacidan list, whose name is at all like
Spalirisus ; there is, therefore, no difficulty in
setting h i m down, as an independent sovereign
of Parthian extraction. His name is sometimes read Ipalirisus.
u. c . 75. SPALYPIUS.
ZIIAATPIOY AIKAIOT
AAEADOT TOT BACTdEflZ. BaZahara Putasa Dhamikasa Spalapharmnsa. There are
many coins of this Parthian, but none in which
he calls himself king. For a long. time the
legend w a s read, as of a king Adelphortes, but
the Arian confirms the fact, that he was only a
vice-regent, son of Vonones, and perhaps brathey of Spalirisus.
B.C. 70. The nameless great Soter king,$ on whose
coins we find, in rather corrupt Greek, on tile
reverse always when tliere is a bust an the

"

f Plate VIII. fig. 5.
Plate VIII., fig. 4.
1 plate VII., figs. 23 and 26 ; Plate IX., figs. 1, 2, and 3.
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obverse, COTHP MEI'AC BACIAETC BACIAEnN. Of this king, as before observed,
there are coins with an Arian legend, which
dames Prinsep and Professor Lassen ascribed
to Azes. On all we fincl a peculiar monogram, with three prongs, the purport of which
has not been discovered. With the addition
of a prong, the same monogram was continued in coins of Kadphises, and of the
Kancrkis, but it is not found in those of the
I-Iercules type, derived from H e r m ~ n s . We
consider the Soter Megas to have been cotemporary, 11ut not identified, with Vikramaditya,
and, notwithstanding the ear-rings, we do not
tllink he is established to have been Indian.
But we have another series of Scythian coins,
wit11 no Ariau inscription, and differing in other
respects from those of the Azes dynasty. These
have the name of Kocles, Hyrkodes," and several
other names, not decypherable, and not of Greek
origin, or extraction, though found written in
Greek characters only, more or less corrupt. Professor Lassen, confining Azes as king of the Szu, or
Sakas, to the Kibool valley, and PunjAb, upon
Chinese authority, supposes the Tochari tribe to be the
Yeutclli, and places then1 with their Asian kings,
in Upper Bactria and Soghdiana, towards the end
of the second century before Christ, at which period
he gives western Bactria to the second Mithridates,
See Platto V.
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Tliese coins, and others similar, of which the
names have not been made out, but on whicll
there is n o Arian inscription, he assigns to tllese
Scytllians a t that period. Professor Wilson, on
the other hand, places Kodes amongst the IncloParthians. W e think that the exclusive use
of Greek for the inscriptions, defective as they
are, on these coins, fixes their locality in Bactria
or Soghdiana, north of the Imaus, and Paropamisan range, and precludes the supposition that
they were Indian. But there is nothing whatsoever to guide us, in the assignment of thcsc
coins to any particular race of Scythians, or to any
period of time. The comparative corruption of the
Greek letters leads to the inference, that these
Greek Scythians followed Azes, instead of preccding him, and so, ruling the tribes of Bactria
and Soghdiana, were cotemporary with his direct
successors in Kabool, and the Punjkb. Thcre is, on
the reverse of the great Saviour's coins, tlie samc
mounted cavalier in a hawking attitude, that we
find on the coins of Azes ; the naked or wild horse
of Bactria, or a horse's head, is the common type of
these unascertained Greco-Scytl~ians,and is an older
device. The title L L king of kings" assumed by tile
Z ~ T H PM E ~ A C ,and also carried down by the
Kadphises kings, is likewise of later date though indicating extended dominion: the nameless kings,
with Kodes,therefore,although mere local clliefs,such
as now rule a t Khoolum, Koondooz, and Bulkll, will
have preceded the conquest of the Punjab, and KAbool
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by .Vikramaditya, ~vhoseera, 56 years before Christ,'
dates from a victory obtaiiled over Scythians in
ttle Punjib. India affords iiothing but fables
of the exploits of this great king; b u t Professor Lassen has discovered, i n a p ~ a g eof tile
Pcriplus, a confirmatiou of the fact of his conquests,
alld
sovereignty ; for, wit11 reference to the
city of Ozene, wllicll can be no othell than Oojein,
it is stated, that the ancient rayal residence was
there. This, as the Professor pertinently rerna~ks,
call only refer to the reign of Vilcramaditya, all
other general sovereigns of India having had their
capitals at Palibothra in Behar, or at ICanouj, and
I-Iustanapoora, on the Ganges, and Jumna. T h e
want of coins, or inscriptions, of this Indian king, is
much to be deplored ; the more so, as we have i n
the pillar arid rock illscriptions of Asoka, his predccessor by a century and a half, such undeniable
evidence in support of what we find recorded of that
king in Boodhist chronicles. A similar much clesicleratecl testimony of Vikramadity may eventually
bc discovered by the researches of future archzologists, and after witnessing wlmt has been done in
respect to tbe great Asoka, w e should be wrong
indeed to despair. At present, we can only notice
tile hiatus occasioned by this Indian conquest, in
tile series of our Arian and ~ i b o o l i a ndynasties.
The recent numismatic discoveries afford, however, evidence of this Indian conquest, in tile
fact, that, after this period, we find Hindoo deities
Qubstituted for those of Grecian mgthoIo~y,an,d
'
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most so in the coins of those kings, who arc supposed to have followed nearest to his reign. T~
these we will now proceed.
Vikramaditya's domiuion in the ~
~ valley
b
cannot have been lasting. His empire in India
even fell to pieces after his decease, and nearly 8
century elapsed before Cliandraseila restored tllc
sovereignty of Hindoostan in its unity; his rleath,
therefore, must have left his trans-Indus conquests
at the mercy of Scythian and Parthian adventurers.
Professor Lassen fixes the rise of Kadphises at this
period ; Professor WiIson pIaccs Ilim half a century
later. As we recognize at least three Icings of tllc
Kadaphes, or Kadphiscs clynasty, their rulc in the
Khbool valley may cover both periods. The earliest
Kadphises, or ICadphizcs will, of course, be the Iring,
whose name is found on the Aiaian reverse of ihc
Hermsus coins of Hercules type, and again wit11
the same reverse, and a head on tIlc obverse, having
the inscription in corrupt Greek, KOPXOXO,
- K O Z O ~ OKAAQIZOY,
,
At this time the chicf
had probably not assumed tlle regal title ; for we
find neither BAEIAEAlZ on the obverse, nor its corresponding, Maharajasa, in the Arian of the reverse.
Further, we find nothing indicative of any settled
religioG ; for the Hercules worship was readily
borrowed by wild Scythians from the Greeks, as a
ere reverence of physical strength. Tacitus
notices that Gotarzes, of Parthia, took up that
worship from the Scythians ; it Was, therefom
common amongst them. In the district of tile
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,

first rise of Kadphises, which we suppose to be the
Kohistan, while K$bool and its valley were subject
to Indian rule, the chief seems to have retained his
Scythian title, and rude worship of Hercules. Afterwards, overpowering the Indian governors, who followed Vikramaditya in the KAbool valley, and Punjkb, he, or his descendants, seem to have adopted the
Hindoo religion. For when their power was fully
established, we find the kings, dropping their Scytllian style, and coining with the Greek titles of
their predecessors, in their most arrogant form,
viz., BAZIAETZ BACIAEnN MErAS, and BAZIAETZ: RAZIAEnN, XnTHP MEI'AX, and after assuming this lofty title, we find a Kadphises king to
be the first coiner of gold, in which coinage, as well
as in the copper, and silver pieces of the same
type, Siva in the mixed male and female character,
and very generally accompanied by the Bull, Nandi,
is uniformly substituted for the deities of the Grecian mythology. At this time, therefore, the
Hindoo Brahminical religion had become the state
religion of the coul~triessubject to t h e great king
of kings, Kadphises, consequently upon the complete establishment of his sovereignty, in the place
of the Indian successors of Vikramaditya. In the
time of August:us C ~ s a r ,a letter in Greek was
received at Rome from a king Porus, on the Indus,
praying for assistance, and good offices. This
Indian king, we conceive, not improbably t o be the
Hindoo Raja, expelled by Kadphises, which would
allow a period of half a century for the full growth
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of the power of this race of kings. The fast increasing corruption of the Greek letters on the
Kadphises coins, is consistent with the notion of a
gradual rise of power, extending over a period of
this duration, and cotemporaneous with tile reign
of Augustus Caesar ; that is, ending with the cornmencement of our era.
Professor Lassen, seeking from Chinese history
some means of illustrating the rise of this Kaclphises
dynasty, finds it stated that Khioutcbi-ouhi, or
Kiutsui-Kio, a Yuchi, or Yeutchi, White Bun
(which race he considers to be the same as the
Tocl~ari,or Turks, bnt Professor Wilson considers
to be the Get=), conquered the Szus, or Azes Scythians, in about 40 B. c., and dying a t the advanced
age of 84 years, his son Yenkao-ching, prosecuted
his career of victory, and reduced the Indus valley,
and Punjgb to subjection, in about 20 B.C. The
time and circumstances of these conquests correspond exactly with what we suppose to be the careccr
of the Kadphises kings; but the names are sadly
metamorphosed, and scarcely recognizable. It is
time, however, to lay before the reader the numismatic testimony that we possess, and which, as before stated, we consider as establishing the existence of three kings of this race.
50 o. c. K o n s o ~ oKozou~o.KADPHISES
(Arian)
Dhanaa +$ vatu Kcljulakasa Salnshakha ?
KUdalphasa. The inscriptions on these coins
. have been ascertained by the collation of many
specimens : we have given ~ \ V Oof
most PerH
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fect, in the annexed plates, No. 7, Plate IV.;+
and No. 9, Plate IX. The reading of the Arian
illscription is not yet quite conclusive, nor have
we any satisfactory explanation of it. The name,
Kujula Iiadpltes, seems established, and it is
worthy of remark, that on none of the coins of
I-Icrcules type, is therc any monogram, or emblem, to connect the coinage with that of other
known, or supposed, Scytliians. Wit11 Hermeus alone is thcre the slighest link of connection, not so wit11 other coins of this naine
ancl race, as will be presently seen.
20 B,c. ZATIIOSKADAPHES
KHORANOS,
ZAOOT,
KAAAQEz XOPANOT. The Arian legend is
not yet settled, for though many specimens
of this coinage have been discovered, all are
defective at the same part. Like the first
Kaclphizes, or Kadphises, this king placcd his
licad, or bust, on the obverse, wit11 a Greek
legend," and the head is filletted, to denote
royalty, though the title BAZIAETS is wanting. On thc reverse is a sitting figure, with
tlic arm extended, and wearing a loose flowing
Indian dress; but whether the figure is mytElologica1, Hindoo, or Greek, is not apparent.
Professor Lassen inclines to thinlr ZAOOX,
and XOPAIVOX, to be tit'les, but, whether titles,
or nailles, they clearly distinguish this king
from his predecessor, Korso Kojoules, of the
Hermzeus, and Hercules type, besides which,
* SCONOS.4 to 8, Plate IX*
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the Zathos coins have on them monograms
corresponding exactly wit11 those on the Azes
coins, No. 22, Plate VII.; a,nd No. 8, Plate
VIII., which would seem to indicate, that the
Kadphises rule, under the Zathos sovereign,
had been extended over some new district of
the kingdoin of Azes. It is clear, that; the
Siva worship had not been yet; eatalnlisl~edas
the state religion of this dynasty.
6 n.c. VOHEMO
I~ADPEIISES.
BAZIAETC BAZlAEnN
CsLTHP MEI'AZ: OOHMOI<RA@ICI-IC, sometimes OONMO, aild OOKMO, from corr~~ption
of the letters. The entire inscl.iptioa is found
on copper coins," having on the obverse the
Icing, standing, in a Tartar dress, with coat,
boots, and cap, his right hand pointing downwards to an altar, or pile of loaves, and having
a trident separate on onc side, and a club on
the other. The reverse has the Siva, and
Nandi bull, not mistakeable. One silver coin
only of Kadphises has ;yet been found, having
the same inscription omitting the word Soter.
The gold coins.(- of this king, with the same
reverse, or with Siva alone, witlzouf; Nandi,
have the bust of the king, with the Tartar cap,
or the king sitting on a throne of state, or the
king in his chariot drawn by two horses
and the Greek legend is si~nplyBASIAETS:
OOHMOKAAQICHC.

On all the coins, whether of gold, silver, or
t

* See Plate IX. NO.10.
Sce Platc IX.No. 11 ; and Plate X.
n 2
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copper, which have the title BAZIAETE, there is to
be found the monogram, 8 , which corresponds
with the monogram on the coins of the nameless
Z ~ T H PMEI'AZ, except that it has four, instead of
three prongs ; and on most of them we find a further monogram,%, borrowed from the undecyphered coin, given as No. 2, Plate V., which has on
the obverse a mounted warrior, and on the reverse
a Hercules, crowned by two figures, one a winged
victory. The Arian legends, on the reverse of all
the Kadphises coins of this class, have been carefully collated, and contain several new letters
whicl~are variously dec~phered.M;. James Prinsep
read the entire inscription, thus-Maharajasa
Rajadhi Rajasa S'abatracha ihacha Mahiharasa
dhi MaRadphishasa Nandata. 011 some coins,
however, he found before the name, SabalEasa Snviratasa Mal~ichhitasa,and on the gold
coins, Vavahima Kadphisasa, corresponding with
OOHMO, before the same name in Greek. Tile
meaning of this legend, as first given, be rendered
" Of the great sovereign, king of kings, everywhere
seizing tlie earth, Dhima (or Vohima) Kadphises,
the saviour." Professor Lassen adopts this reading,
modified so as to make Vahima always correspond
with the Greek OOHMO. Professor Wilson
reads Maharajasa Rajadhi Rajasa Sa batruphativahanzn ha varaha Kapsisasu dhanasa; b u t lle
is not sure of this reading, and bases i t o n the
unique silver coin of this king. He does not
attempt the translation.
The only thing certain we gather from these
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readings is, that wherever B A ~ I A E T X is on tile
Greek obverse, Mallaraja is to be found in the
Arian legend of the reverse, and not otl~erwise;
which seems to prove, that the yegal title was not
assumed, until the issue of the gold coinage,
its corresponding silver, and copper pieces. Korso
Kozoulo, Koranos, and Zathos, therefore, if titles,
were something short of royalty. Assuming the
gold coillage to have been issued about the ~ e r i o d
of our era, there are sufficient varieties fortl~coming,
to indicate, either one long reign, or a succession of
princes, using similar titles and types, and extending for the period of half a century. Professors
Lassen and Wilson carry the dynasty of Kadpllises
through the whole of the first century of our era,
and then consider it to have been overpowered by a
fresh swarm of Scythians, under the Kanerki kings.
There is evidence, however, to a partial restoration
of the Greco-Parthian sovereignty, wliicl~,though
not very authentic, is not to be lightly set aside.
Philostratus, in his account of Apollonius Tyaneus,
describes this religious pretender, as leaving the
court of the Parthian king, Bardanes, in order to
travel to India by the northern route, through Bactria, said then to be the easier ; and the journey is
given with such particulars, as must have been the
result of enquiry. Upon crossing the Indus to
Taxila, Apollonius found a king established there,
who conversed with him in Greek,. and whose
name was Phrahates. His territory, it is expressly
stated, extended to the passes, from the valley of
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K&bool,into Bactria. Now, though this accouiit of
A~olloniuswas written in the time of Severus, a
century after his death, and is a tissue of lies, put
together to deceive the world, still, sucll a fact, as
that a king Phraliates reigned in the Punjbb, and
KBbool valley, contemporaneously with Bardanes of
Partllia, would not have beell stated, if, at the time
of writing the Iiistory, sucll had not been the receivecl notion ; and if, in the age of Severus, such
a piece of information was generally received, and
believed, we surely cannot, at this late period, reject it as unfouncled. On the contrary, we have in
the coins of Undopherres and Gondophares, who
both called tliemselves Phrahata in their Arian
legends, a confirmation of the fact that, Phrahates
was not an imaginary king. The corruption of the
Greek legends on the coins of thesc Parthian kings,
is consistent with the notion, that they followed,
instead of preceding, the Kadphises dynasty ; we
<acline, therefore, to assign to them a date, in the
middle of the first century of our era, between the
Kadphises, and Kanerki races of kings.
For the reasons thus stated, we suppose, that
during the ascendancy of the Kadphises' kings,
the Greco-Parthian party was not extinguished,
but, holding out in various rree cities, and communities, made terms of submission, abiding their
time to re-assert their independence, and that they
found that time, in the middle of the first century
of our era. From coins, we have the following
kings of kings for this period, and their assumption
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of the lofty title of the Parthian kiug, shows that
their domillion must for the time have been extensive.
A . D- 40.
UNDOPHERRES,
whom first we find calling
himself BAZIAEfiZ XTl3POX, in imitation of
the Hercules type coins of Herm~us,and of
Korso Kaclphises, (See plate IV., Nos. 8,9, 10,
and 11,) and afterwards BAzIAEnC BAXIAEQN MErAAOT, (See plate VIII. Nos. 6 allcl
7 ,) Arian , M a ha~aj'asa Raja-uxjasa Tradatasa Mahatasa Pharahitasa." The change of
titles s e e m clearly to mark this Iring, as the
founder of his race and clynasty, ancl he seems
to have retained the title of Saviour in his
Arian legend, after dropping it in the Greek.
A.D. 55.
GONDOPIIERRES,
Or GONDOPHARES,
W ~ O
also called himself Iring of Icings, B a ? ~ a ~ a j a
and Raja-raja, and toolr the same Arian name
of Pharahitasa. (See plate VIII. No. 9.)
A, D. 70. ABAGASIJS,
king of kings. Arian A6aRhafasa. This name is, by Professor Lassen,
supposecl to be idelltical with Vologcses : but
the suppo"tion is built 011 the idea, that these
Ario-Parthian coins were, of necessity, coins
of Pal~thiankings, whereas it seeins much more
rational to ascribe tllem to Parthirtns, who established for themselves n sepa~ateand independent sovereignty in Kkbool, and the Para.
parnisus.
The Greeli legends of tliese
-4. D. 80. AUALGASIUS.

*

Captain Cumlingham reads the name Undol)l~ctrusa.
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coins, (Nos. 11 and 12, plate VILI.) arc so
corrupt, as to be scarcely decypherable. The
name, however, is legible, and Captain Cunningham, who publi~hed the coins in the
Asiatic Journal of Calcutta, madc out the
Arian legend to be, " Maharajasa tradatasa
Abagusasa Andoph,ara Khudraputrasa." " Of
the saviour king Abagasus, younger son of
Unclopherres."
Pakores, king of kings, whose coin," with bilin-.
qua1 Greek and Arian legend, was found by Colon e l Stacey, in Kanclahar, we do not suppose to be
of the Undopherres dynasty, the head, and general
style, being so very different. The coin may belong
to the brother of Vologeses, successor to Gotarzes,
forJosephus tells us, that, on this king's first accession,
he made over the province of Media (which of course
would include Khoraskn, and as much of Ariana
as belonged at the time to Parthia,) to his younger
brother Pakores, and Armenia to another brother
Tiridates. There is no reason whatever t o suppose
t h a t this Pakores had sovereignty i n Kkbool, or on
t h e Indus, and h e seems not to have held power
long, for thc general sovereignty of Vologeses was
very soon re-established over the entire Parthian
dominions.
The above Ario-parthian supposed dynasty brings
down the history of Kkbool, and the Punjab, to the
close of the firet century of our era, when we find
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a new race of Scytl~ian Icings, issuing golcl, and
copper money, of quite a different device, and style,
from any before current. Tl~esebear the name of
Kanerkes, at first wit11 the title of BAZIAETI: B A ~ T AEQN, in the nominative, and the king's name
KANHPKOT in the genitive, (See Nos. 12 and 14,
plate VIII.) but afterwards, with the Indian title of
Rao Nano Rao substituted, and the number, and
varieties of the Kanerki coins, betoken a long dominion for kings of the race.
The great peculiarities of this coinage are, first,
that n o coin of the Kanerkis has yet been founcl
bilingual : on all, the only characters are Greek,
'but these become at last so corrupt, as to be quite
illegible. Secondly, The king standing, or in
bust to the waist, is given always on the obverse, in
a Tartar or Indian dress, with the name and titles
in a Greelr legend round, while on the reverse we
have Michraic representations of the Sun, or Moon,
with HAIO~,NANAIA,OKYO,MIOPO,MAO,
AOPO,
or some other mystical name of these luminaries,
also i n Greek letters : and, Thirdly, upon all the
coins of Kanerki kings, the same monogram .%
is found, as was used by the Kadphises dynasty,
after assuming the title of " king of kings," beillg
borrowed apparently from the nameless Soter Megas.
This woulcl seem to indicate, that the Kanerki dynasty, though interrupted as we suppose by the
intervention of Ario-Parthians, was yet a continuance of tile salnc tribe ancl nation, as its predeccssors of the rlarne of Tiadphises. A very few of the
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Kanerki coins have. been found, with the Siva and
Bull device on the reverse, the bull's head being
6 0 the left, instead of, as in the coins of Kadphises,
to the right. This seems to indicate, that the I3indoo
religion was not wholly discountenanced, and rejected. But the Mithraic worship so much predominates, that we are coinpelled to look upon this
latter as the state religion of the Kanerkis, whence
derived is still mattes for learned discussion and
The Kanerki, and Oerki, coins are not sufficielltl~
distinct, to enable us to give, seriatim, a list or
catalogue of the different sovereigns. Their power
must have continued for more than two centuries,
for we find, in the topes that have been opened,
Kanerki coins, along wit11 those of Kadphises,
and other predecessors of the race, mixed wit11
coins of the Sassanian kings of the third and fo~lrth
century of our era. During the entire period of
the sovereignty of this race, Greelr, corrupt doubtless to the last degree, but still recognisable as
Greek, and no other character, is found ~lpoilally
of its coins. The use of this character does not
seem to have ceased wit11 the Kanerkis, for we find

the name and title can be decyphered, Ruo nana
* Nanaia is traced to Armenia : I n plate V., fig. 7, we give
after Wilson, the earliest numismatic eviclencc of tile name and
worsllip. The name round the bust of tile
is 90 far
lost, that mo discover only that it begins
witll
D.allcl
BISES, whicl~showe it to bc Persian.
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See plate IX., No. 13, and plate

XII., 10 to 15.
After this, the Greeli characters yielded to Sanscrit, and we give two of the plates prepared by
Mr. Jz~mes Prinsep, purposely to show, how the
style and device, of the gold coinage especially,
both of Kadphises, and the Kanerkis, was carried
o n till it grew more and more corrupt, and was at
last entirely lost, through the deterioration of art,
undcr the princes of Hindoo race, who succeeded
to the more energetic Greeks and Scythians.
Professor b-ilson has added to his work notices
of the Sassanian, and ,of Hindoo, and early Mahomcdan coins, fonnd in Afghanistan and Upper
India. These form a separate subject, with which
a t present we have nothing to do ; but before concluding, we would offer a few more observations regarding the language found upon the new coins,
which we have called Arian, and not Bactrian, bccause there is no evidence of its being the language
of the countries watered by the Oxus and Jaxartes.
Althougll the Greek characters outlir~ed the
Ariau, upon the money of the Punjib, and of the
K&boolvalley, we have proof in the Arian inscriptions, found on the stones and relics of lopes in both
regions, that Arian only was the written laupage
of general use, when Greek was quite extinct.
This language was adopted, first by the Greek
liings, from Eucratides down to H e r m ~ u s ,it
was then taken up by the Scythians, who crossed
the Paropalnisus, lmaus, or IIirlcloo Koosll, and
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also by Partliians, who asserted their indepcndence in Afghanistan : we conclude, therefore,
it must have been the vernacular language of
the Pa~opamisanrange, of Kkbool, and perhaps
of Herit, and Kandahar; we find it also in the
topes of Manikyala in the Punjkb. Now the first
thing to be observed of the language is, that,
unlike both Greek and Sanscrit, i t is written scmitically from riglit to left. But wl~ilcthe art of
writing was in its infancy, and each character had
a separate and distinct form, never joined into a
running hand, it mattered little whether the characters were placed in one order, or in the other. We
know that the earliest Greek was written alternately, as a plough is driven, and the tombs of
Tuscan kings, recently opened i n Italy, contain
inscriptions in Greek characters, written like the
Arian from right to leFt. The Mongolians, also, who
adopted the Syrian alphabet, write it in lines
downwards like the Chinese : consecluently, as
the Arian written characters are always found
with the letters disjoined, in a primitive form,
me are not disposed, on account of the order of
arrangement, to conclude that the language has a
semitic origin, or any close affinity with the languages of that class. 'CVe find, o n the contrary,
that all the Arian words yet read, which represent
epithets, or titles, such as tlie words for "king," for
saviour^' for "just," " i l l u ~ t r i ~ ~"unconquered,"
s,~'
" ~ i c t o r i o u s ,kc.
~ ~ are pure Sanscrit, meaning the
same thing precisely in that language.
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BAPIAEnE we have Maharajasa,
ME~AAOT
Mnl~atasa.
BAZIAEfiZ BACIAELlN Rajadirajasa.
AlIcAlOT
Dhamihasa.
NIXHQOPOT
Jyadharusu.
EIII@ANOTC
Tejamasu.
ANIKHTOT
Apabilba tasa.
For Son
Putasa, kc. kc.$
This is evidence of very close affinity wit11 Sanscrit, and leads to the hope that by a further use of
t h e coins, as a key for settling the alphabet, the
dialects of Sanscrit, and the Pooslitoo especially,
may be applied, to t h e complete decyphering, and
translation of the inscriptions in Arian characters,
which have been found on the relics in topes,
and on rocks, and other remains of tlie period of
its use. Fac-similes of several of these inscri~.,tions
have been made, and are now in the 11a11rlsof
Professor Lasscn, from whose learning and ingcnuity we hope the best result. We know tliat this
work occupied the latest attention of hlr. James
Prinsep, who was confident, that tlirougli tbc
coins, the language being ascertained to be of
Sanscrit origin, a sufficient clue existed for the
complete development of the anticluarian trcasurev
locked up i n the inscriptions ; indeed, tliat he
considered himself to have already mastered the
first difficulties of dec~pheringthem, and to be in
progress towards the full ascertainment of'
meaning of one at least, if not of two of
inscriptions.
See Plate. XIII. for the form of 1ettel.s.
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The work h e left incomplete, remains to be
accomplished by those who continue to feel interest,
a n d to give attention to these researches, and we
look to Professor Lassen, in particular, for an early
solution through these inscriptions, of the problems,
h e has himself so largely raised, in respect to the
history and antiquities of the Paropamisan regions.
A further remark we have to make in respect
to this Arian language, is, that i t seems to have
superseded the ancient' Sanscrit of the days of
Asoka, which was adopted by Agathocles and
Pantaleon, the first of whom we know, from the
p u r e Greek style of his other coins, to be one of
t h e earliest of the Grecian kings. If these two
kings had not found the Sanscrit language in use,
t h e y wouId scarcely have placed it on their
t
coins. After them, however, the ~ a i s c r i characters were entirely disused. Menander, the known
Indian conqueror, never seems to have adopted,
or at least t o have 'coined with, the language
of Asoka: from which circumstance we infer, that
the cllaracters on the coins of Agathocles and
trocluced by the Indiansovereigns, who, following
t h e first Chandra Goopta, retained dominion over
the provinces ceded by the first SeIeucus, until
they were restored by Asolra to the Great Antiochns:. This hyljothesis only will explain, both t,he
adoption of Sanscrit by the governors left by Antiochus i n those provinces, and the early discontinuance of tlie character.
Again, Arian characters only are found on the
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and stones, discovered on cxcavating
the tumali, or topes, as well of the Punjab, as of
Jelgabad, and I(fiboo1. This seems to prove, that at
the time of the erection of these topes, the Arian
was not only the vernacular language of tlle districts where they stand, but the language also of
the piests, and people concerned i n preparing the
vases, and articles used in the funeral obsequies of
great. If Brahman priests or Booclhist Sramanas had been employed, they assuredly would
have used the characters, and Iallguage of India,
viz, those of the coins of Agathocles, and Pantaleon,
already once before introduced into these regions.
Scythian priests, again, would have brought the
forms of writing, in use beyond the Jaxartes, and
Belout Tag mouataias. And, as Greek was always,
so long as it lasted, the more honored language,
being that found on the obverse of the coins, it is
difficult to understand, why the same language
should not have been used, in preference to the
Arian, for inscriptions on the funeral paraphernalia.
All these are questions, which the decyphering of a
few of the inscriptions will set for ever at rest.
In the hope of drawing more general attention
to them, and perhaps of eliciting a successful display of ingenuity, in quarters, where the material,
upon which to exercise it, might otherwise bc wanting, we give in two separate plates," transcripts of
two Arian inscriptions, taken with great care, for

* Plates XVI. and XVII,
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submission to the late Mr. James Prinsep. These
are the inscriptions referred to in the last paper he
wrote upon Bactrian relics, which was published
in the Journal of the Asiatic Society, for July, 1838.
I n his note book, is an analysis of one of them,
and tentative readings of both, which we also submit to help the student, who may devote himself
to the task of decypbering them. We have only
one wish-to see the encl attained, to see extracted
from these inscriptions, some undeniable evidence,
i n support, or confutation of the conjectures, w e
have here put together; and so to obtain for all
time, a record of facts and circumstances, that m a y
be added confidently to the historical remains, o f
ages and of regions, which for many reasons a r e
objects of interest, and of increasing c ariosity.
I n order that nothing may be wan'ting to t h o s e
M~IO undertake the decyphering of 'these inscriptions, we have judged it right, before bringing t h e s e
pages t o a conclusion, to reprint, from the J o u r n a l
of the Asiatic Society of Calcutta, the substance o f
.General Court's report of his finding that of M a n i kyala, which is evidently the fullest,' and m o s t
important, in one of the topes or tumuli he t h e r e
opened. PITe add also, an account, with drawings,
of the relics, previously obtained by General V e i i t u r a
in the larger tope, he had opened some time b e f o r e
in the same vicinity, upon which also there a r e inscriptions in the same Arian characters. The possession of the copper plates of these latter, p r e p a r e d
by Mr. James .Prinsep for his Journal, enables us
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to give the whole complete. But we have to point
out, that when first these relics came to hand, the
Arian characters were quite unknown. They had
not then been ascertained, and decyphered, bymeans
of the bilingual Greek and Arian coins. I t hence
happened, that in the plate of General Ventura's
relics, published in the Journal, the Arian inscriptions were given with the wrong side uppermost.
Those obtained from Mr. Masson, having been so
forwarded, led to the others also being similarly
transcribed. In the present plate we have corrected
this error.
The Following is an abstract of General Court's
clescription of Manilryala, and of his examination
of the topes there.
Manikyala is the name of a small village situated
on the high road from Attolr to Lahore, a little more
than half-way between the place first named, and
the city of Jhilum. It is built on the ruins of a very
ancient city of unlrnown origin; but the geographical position of the ruins, and particularly the
abundance of coins found in them, affords the presumption that tliis city must have been the capital
of all the country between the Indus and Hydaspes,
a country which the ancients knew by the name of
Taxila, and of wliich frequent mention is made in
the history of Alexander.
There is at Manikyala a vast and massive
cupola of great antiquity. I t is visible at a considerable distance, having a height of about SO feet,
wit11 a circumfere~~ce
of 310 or 320 feet. It is
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solidly built of cluarriecl stones with lime cement.
The outer layer i s of sandstone. In the interior,
t h e mason1.y is of granite and sandstone, mixed with
a P O ~ O Z I Slimestone. The outer surface is ]low so
worn and furrowed, that it is not difficult to climb
to the summit, which, when the buildillg was new,
must have been impossible. The architecture is
simple ; the only ornament is a range of small
columns near the base, having ram's heads for their
capitals, which, however, are now scarcely distin-

Hawul P i ~ l d i(in the Punjhb), in the Huzbra country west of KBbool, at Jelglabad (many of which
have since been opened by Mr. Illasson, and the
relics of which are reported in Professor Wilson's
Ariaila Antiqua), also at Lagman, K$bool, and
13Pmean, and in the Khybur Pass.
Amongst the ruins of Manikyala, are fifteen
other cupolas, smaller than that above described.
These were all opened by General Court, and one
in particular, distant about a cannon-shot to the
N. N. E. of the present village, afforded rich materials. Amongst the coins, were some genuine
Roman pieces," and the stone wllich served as a

* SGCJoui~nal of Asiatic Society, for Novembel*, 1834, for
plates of ll~eseltoman coins, wlliclt aye of'the first Czsars, and
of t l ~ cTI-iulnviratc.
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found swlpturecl all over 7uitl~i n ~ ~ ~ i l t~ is t i ~ ~ ~ ~ ,
from a wax impression of these inscriptions,tlliit tile
annexed lithograpl~icplate was preparctl
by the late Mr. James Prinsep.
The cupola of the tope, wllich contained tllese
relics, was so clilapidated, as alniost to have escapccl
notice. Its height originally may have beell GO or
70 feet. I t was pierced by General Court, from tile
centre of the summit, with a hole of about 20 feet
diameter. The materials were a coarse concrete,
very porous. The first discovery was of four coppcr
coins, three feet oilly Gom the upper surface, onc: is
of Kadphises, the other tllrec of I<anerlies. Below
this were large blocks, whicli made it difficult to
On working tell feet
penetrate the masonry.
through these, a rectangular cell was found, built
with dressed stones firmly unitcd with mortar.
The cell was in the form of a paralellogram, llavilig
its four sides corresponding with tlie four cardinal
pointu,'and a t the top was one inassive slab, upon
which were the inscriptions. In tlic centre of tllc
cell stood a copper urn, rouncl whicll were placcti
symmetrically, eight nledals of copper, much corroded, but with sufficient left of the stamp alld
device, to show two to bc of tlte Kadpllises type, and
the rest Kanerkis. T h e urn was c~refullyenve]oped in a wrapper of white linen, adhering tiglltly,
but which fell to shreds when the u1.11 was handled.
In the copper urn was a smaller silver one,
space beillg filled with a n earthy paste impregnated
verdigris and still moist ; there was foulld i l l
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this pasty substance, a thread, or string, tied in a
knot, which also, on being Iianclled, was reduced to
powder. The silver of this interior vase was quite
corroded, so as to break into pieces." Within it
was a much smaller vessel of gold, bedded in the
same brown paste, along wit11 seven silver coins, all
evidently Roman. The gold vessel contained four
small gold coins of Greco-Scythian type, all Kanerkis, a n d two precious stones, with four decayed
pearls bored as for ear-rings.
The discovery of the inscription led to a reexamination of the opening, made by General Ventnra in the large tope at the same place; but no
stone could be found there with ally trace of letters,
nor were inscriptions found in other topes ope~zed
at Manikyala by General Cot~rt.
General Ventura's operations for opening the
large tope, were commenced on the 27th of April,
1830, at the bottom of the cupola on the ~ 0 ~ 1 side,
th
but, finding there nothing but rubbish, he'recommenced fro111 the summit. At the depth of three
feet, he met with six coins, and after penetrating to
twelve feet, the building was of solid large quarried
stones, through which the work was carried on
with difficulty. On reaching ten feet below the
surface of this masonry, another coin was found in
a clod of earth, and at the depth of twenty feet, one

* The General probably mistook lead, 01- tin, for silver, for
the corrosion of silver, ~vllenthe copper was nearly perfect, is
ficarcely ir~telligible.
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silver and six copper coins.* Two days afterwards
the workmen r e ~ ~ c h eadbox of iron or copper, ~ l ~ i ~ l ~
was broken by their pickaxes, ancl contained a
small box of pure gold, (Fig. 1. Plate XIV.) in the
centre of which was a n opal. The box contained
a gold coin, weighing 122 grains, of the Kanerki
race, the Greek very corrupt, (Fig. 2. Plate
X I V.) also a gold seal-ring set with a sapphire,
ha3ring a Pahlavee inscription, (Fig, 3. Plate XIV.)
a small bit of ruby (Balas or Buclukshany), three
sinall silver coins without stamp, a Sassanian silver
coin, (Fig. 8. Plate XIV.) of a type corresponcling
with that assigned by Longperier to king Sarbaraz,
who reigned only forty days, and on the margin of
which both he and Professor Wilsoti read tlic
Mahommedan Bismillah. Mr. JamesPrinsep considered this to be a coin of Sapor 11. because of thc
crescent and wings a t the top of the crown, or Ilcad
dress, but the subject was not then so well undcrstood as a t preseqt. There were also found, two
other Sassanisln coins, of types not given ill Longperier, but having Deva-nagri legends, (Nos. 10,11.
Plate XIV.) From a more perfect specimen of No.
11, obtained through Sir A. Burnes, its Deva-nngri
legend was read by Mr. James Prinsep thus-sui
Airalz &a parameswara sri Vahitigan deua-

* General Yentura unfortunately mixed these coins, so as to
be unable afterwards to discriminate, whicll were found at
each of these different depths, but all were apparently of tlte
same age aa the Sassanian coins, that is as late as the fifih
century.
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A rude silver coil? of Indiil', corrnptccl

from the Kanerki type, and evidencing a very
modern d a t e for tlzis deposit, completecl the list of
articles belonging to it.
'Not satisfied with the discovery thus made,
General Ventura proceeded with the perforation,
until on t h e 26th of May it had been carried to the
depth of forty-five feet. There on lifting a large
quarried stone, a similar was found below, with.
a hole excavated in its centre, wherein was deposited a copper box, (Fig. 12. Plate XIV.) with
t h e lid decayed, and having inside a piece of cloth,
(Fig. 13), a chrystal drop, (Fig. 14), and a small
cylinder of pure gold (Fig. 15.) Carrying tlie
excavation yet further, a copper coin was found at
the cleptl~of fifty-four feet, and three more Sassanian coins, with some trifling articles, all much
corroded.
On the last day of May, at the deptli of sixty.four feet, an irnmeilse slab was reached, which laid
open a chamber, built 1111 with stone and cement.
I n this was a box of copper, (Fig. IS. Plate XV.)
filled with a brown liquid substance, which upon
analysis was found to contain clecomposed animal
substance. Inside of this, was a turned brass box,
well preserved, and shorving still the inarks of the
turning tool, but with the top broken off; on the
lid of -the box was an Ariau inscription, punctured
circularly as shown in Fig. 20. Plate XV. In the
brass box, were five copper coins of the Kanerki,
and Kenorano type (Figs. 29 to 32), and s cyli~ider
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of pure gold, all bedded in the liquid brown substance above mentioned. The cylinder opened
a lid fitting inwards, and contained some fragments
of amber, or glass, and a small piece of string, (Fig.
23. Plate XV.) together with a sn~allgold coin
(Fig. 24. Plate XV.) weighing thirty grains, (a
semi-drachma), of the type Kanerlci Koranos, also
a plain disc of silver, bearing two lines of Arian
characters deeply cut, (Fig. 26. Plate XV.)
A small piece of gold, (Fig. 25. Plate XV.) complete the list of these relics, all which were presented by General Ventura to MI., James Prinsep,
and now forin part of the cabinet belonging to
his estate.
General Ventura carried the excavation afterwards to the foundation below t l ~ emasonry, but
found nothing more: we have, therefore, in the
above relics, the first and most ancient deposit of
this tope. The coins forbicl our ascribing it to a
period earlier than the reign of Icenorano, the latest
of the Kanerkis, if he mas at all of that race : We
find, however, that while the coins have still the
Greek legends, the inscriptions on all tlle relics
are exclusively Arian. This is the case as well in
this tope, as in that afterwards opened by General
Court.
that General Court's was the more
I t is
ancient of the two, for in that we find Roman coins
mixed wit), those of Kanerki and Kadpllises, but
Ilene of Kenorano, the Eleyl~ant mounted king,
ELndnone Sassanian, 111 both, however, tile in-
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scriptions are all in the same character: and, with
this statement of the circumstances attending their
discovery, we commit them again to the ingenuity and research of the learned. They have
alre'acly been published, with the same plates, in
the pages of the Journal of the Asiatic Society of
Mr. Masson, excited by the interest evinced regarding the relics obtained from the topes of Manikyala, opeiled as we have before stated, very
many at Daranta, and Hidda, near Jelklabad,
and in other parts of the K$bool valley. The
particulars of liis discoveries. will be found given
a t length, in Professor Wilson's Ariana Autiqua,
to iilllich we refer our readers. Two inscriptions,
howcver, found on a cylinder extracted by Mr. Masson, from a tope at Jelklabad, are given in Plate
XV., as p~lblisl~ed
originally in Calcutta, along with
the Manikyala relics. They were forwarded by
this gentleman to Calcutta in 1834, with the first
notice of his discoveries in this branch of arclmology. Our repetition of the publication will not,
therefore, we feel assured, be regarded as an usurpation of his riglit in them; but it is proper to
make the acknowledgment, that these are a part of
his labours, and as such will be found also in the
pages of Professor Wilson.
One thing seems to be proved by these late
searches into the interior of the topes or tumuli of
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a n c l preservation of the urns, in which the ashes,
and unconsumecl remains of persons of distinction
w e r e collected, after burning their bodies on the
f u n e r a l pile. Arrian expressly tells us that it was
not the custom in Ir~diato erect expensive tombs
to Icings ; but we know that eight stupas, or topes,
nearly similar in form to these, were erected over the
r e l n a i a s of Sakhya Boodb, after his body had been
b u r n t in Behar. The inscription on the slab, which closed the chamber of the tope, opened by General
C o u r t , contains letters, which are unmistakeably
" IMaharajasa," being identical with those letters
on the bilingual coins. That tope, therefore, must
have contained the remains of a king, and we
infer, that he was a Icing of the Kanerlti race, from
the coins of this type being the latest found in
them. But it is singular, that the gold coins found
in the interior cylinder, have neither the title of
Maharaja, nor its Greek equivalent BAXIAETZ, Rao
nano rao, being the words of their legend, which
are supposed later titles. This adds to the curiosity that must be felt, to decypher, and settle the
interpretation of the entire inscription, in which
we recognise the earlier title. The coins and relics
found at different depths, above the lower chamber
in both topes, may, not improbably, be similar rem a i n s of members of the s a k e family, who
d i e d while the topes were in course of erection,
or not very long after their completion.
The
deposit of coins, made with each sepulchral
u r n , seeine to be a custo~nderived from the Greeks,

a

fee.
B u t we have yet no eviclence t h a t the
erection of topes was a practice of thc Greek colonists, for, in no single tope yet openecl, has there
been a n y Greek inscription found, or coin of a
Grecian Iring, or other relic reresable to the
known institutiorls of that race.
The topes seem
to b e of Scythian origin, and are in all respects
analogous to the mounds, and tumuli, left by
invaders of the Scythian and Gotl~ic race, iiz
all parts of the world, overrun, or traversed by
t h e m . But it seems strange, that, ~vllilew e lrnow
t h a t the coins of Mcnander and Apolloclotus formed
the gene~aI currcIlcy of these regions, Roman
coins sllould be sought out to he deposited wit11 the
ixlmost relics, to the exclusion of these.
K u p ~ o r d i ~ i rwhere
i,
the other Arian inscription
referred to above was found, is a town in t h e midst
of ruins, situated about forty miles N. E. froin Peshawur. 'l'he inscription was on a large s t o ~ e from
,
which a part had been broken off. Sir A. Burnes
furnished, together with a copy made from sight,
an. impression talren from the stoile' itself with wet
paper aiicl lamp, black. I t is from these collated,
that t h e copy was made, wllicl~has been found in
Mr. James Prinsep's Note-book, and from whicli
Plate XVII. is,taken. O n the plate of the Kupourdigiri inscription, we give an analysis of that
of Manilryala, made by Mr. James Prinsep, and
found also in his Note-boolr. From the same source,
wc give two tentative readings of both t h e ICupoorr1igi1.i~a n d Manikyala inscriptions. These were
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found imperfect, and cannot be considcrecl as tlict
filial readings, which Mr. James Prinsep conteniplated publishing ivith an intesl~retation,hut was
prevented executing, by thc attack of paralysis,
which terminated in his decease. We give tlleiri
only as materials to help future Iabourers in tllc
same field.
Tentative Readings of ICupoorcligiri i n s ~ r i ~ ~ ~ i o ~ ~ ,
Plate XVII.
ja 1.a ka clhi - rnjasa
tee
Sataya sa tetire sarke u chethiya,
bhii
-Tala lrarmma diga lreta bl~utcfnntesn tnta )?etakllriir
tin
11111 katr~
Antiripale pidhi n vama ltl~ntlesurl~n~
Sha ra, lriti vrija vadhi de Ire riti di ya padc sbu.
Scconcl-Aparajita matava
Satadasa tituriso jnke sidhi jaJau a tra ta mmari cln lretn tipllirn ti sa tuta ji kllll~it
A r a t i pala pitira va jusn ra, te an ro mu Ira tn
Sata Iri t i vuta vasi do l;c ~ ~ i t ajauputil.
ri
First-Parshitama

Tentative Readings of part of M t i ~ ~ i k ~ a111la
scrip tion, Plate XVI.
First-

gh?
ba
f
I<eralaclhara rnsti sa anapa villa sati Y:L
* 120
Stn CXX swan apurbeswa Mn1iar:tjnu:~I.:urc!
Shsm
State vnsta k11ata d
sa tatbnkatala,
sano
V a c h a safa
ai sisa mudra pasa
Hh1.a i clwnsa dasa apakhn niti haja
Nana i biana -- kestata dwi dra wuta.

-

-

_

-

9

-

Qy. borrllwcd from the ltt)u~nnb?
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RESULTS,

&c.

rn na ra rudhi sa Afapa viaza ma va

- 220 vana putha ka Maliarajasa kani
Ksl~arasl~vashr Kl~udara cha o dadu ka lala
Va - yaphana - sllisa mutra prrsa
ja
Hata c rt sa dasa apakha plieti ha va
Tratra - anare -

The manuscript gives n o more, and there is no
attempt at translation.
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IVORKS BY H. T. PRINSEP, ESQ.

POLITICAL lb MILITAXY TRANSACTIONS

During the Administration of the Marquess of Hastinys, 1813.-1823.
2

V O ~ S . 8VO.

ORIGIN
OD THE

SIKH POWER IN THE PUNJAB,
And the Political Life of Muha-Raja Runjeet Singll, wit11 an account
of the Present Condition, lteligion, Laws, and Cnston~sof the
Sikhs. 8vo. cloth, 12s.

b

<rllcNllwal, Amecr-ovd-Donla11 Mollummud Ameer Khan, chicf of
Scrol~,j, 'Sonlr, Itarnl~oora, Neemallera, and other lilaces in
Iliu~lr~ost:ar,8vo. clotll. 15s.

A-JJ~~N'S
MAPS,

INDIA,
A NEWLY-CONSTRUCTED AND IMPROVED MAP
OF INDIA;
Compiled chiefly from Sul.veys executed by 0rdc.r of t l ~ e
Honorable East-India Company. 1844.
u

\

4

BY J. WALIZER.
On six sheets, $2 12s. 6d. ; or, on clodi, i n a casc, 3 3 13s. Gtl.

;:at

'a'

MAP O F INDIA,
From the most Recent Antl~oritics. 1841..

BY J. WALICER.
On two sheets, 18s. ; ol*, on clotl~,in a case, 358.

MAP OF THE ROUTES IN INDIA;

With Tables of Distances between t l ~ o1)rincip:ll TOIVIIN
1l11l1
Nilitary Stations. 1,844.

BY J. WALICER.
On one shect, 9s. ; or, on cloth, iu u, case, 1%.

S I N D E , THE PUNJAB, &c.
1

MAP OF THE WESTERN PROV'INCES OF
HINDOOSTAN.

The Punjab, Cabool, Sinde, &c. ; includirlg all the States
between ILandahar, and Allahal~nd.
BY J. WALKER.
On four sheets, 31 11s. 6d. ; or, on cloth, in a case, £2 5s.
MAP OF AFFGHANISTAM,
And the adjacent Countries. Com]~iledfrom the latest Surveys
of tllese Countries, by the Officers attacbed to the Indian
Army ; and published by authority of the Honorable
Court of Directors of the East-India Company.
BY J. WALKER.
On one sheet, 9s. ; or, on clotll, in a case, 12s.

ENGLAND TO INDlA.
M A P OF THE OVERLAND ROUTES
Between E N G L A N D and I N D I A , with the other Lines of
Communication.
BY J. WALKER.
On one sheet, 9s. ; or, on cloth, in a case, 12s.

CHINA.
MAP OF CHINA;
Prom tllc most Authentic Information. 1844.
BY J. WALKER.
O r ~ csheet, 8s. ; or, on cloth, in a case, 11s.

INDIA AND CHINA.
MAP OF INDIA AND CHINA.
Burmall, Siaro, Malay Penin~ular,and the Empire of Anam,
coxnpiled from tlle latest Surveys, &e. 1844.
BY J. IVALICElI.
On two tillects, .Cl 1s. ; or, tm cloth, in a case, 30s.
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THE HISTORY

3312ITISE-I EMPIRE I N INDIA.
By EDWARD
THORNTON,
Esq.
Author of

" India, its State and Prospects, &c. &c."

Vo1. 1 to 5, 8vo. cloth lettered, price $4.

Val. 6 is nearZy ready.
fl

,i sound, an impnrtinl, and a searching composition ; chaste, elegant, nnil

flowing in diction, profound in thought, and thoroughly logical in rensoning!'C?oloninl n l n p z h e .
" Mr. Thornton is master of a stylo of great perspicuity and vigour, a l w a y s
interesting, nnd frequently rising into cloqaence.
I-Iis power of p a i n t i n g
~I~nractcr,
and of bringing before thc eye of the reader the events which hc
rrlntcs, is renrarknble; ant1 if the k~~owledgc
of India cntr be made populnr,
wc should sny his is thc pen to effect it."-Tintes.
1' Thc enruestncss of style sheds a peculiar c11nrm over the nnrmtive, which
is ns pictorinl and animntcd ns a rom+nce."-dtlas.
Mr. Thornton's history is comprehensive in its plnn, clear and forcibIe in
its stylc, nnd impnrtinl in its tone, so that when completed it will f o r m a
standnrd work of consirlaal~lein~portnnce."-Qlohe.

-----

THE

XAST-INDIA G.AZETTEER ;
CONTAINING
Pnrticular Descri tions of t h e Empires,. Kingdoms, Principalities.,
Provinces, $ties, Tome, Districts, Fortresses, Harbours,
Rivers, Lakes, &c. of

HINDOSTAN AND THE ADJACENT COUNTRIES,
INnIA BEYOND THE GANGES,
A N D THE EASTERN A R C H I P E L A G O ;
TOQBTIIER R'ITR
Sketches of thc Manners, Customs, Institutions, Agriculture, C o r n merce, Manufactures, Revenues, Population, Castes, Religion,
History, k c . of the various Inhabitants.

By WALTERHAMILTON.
Second Edition.

2 vols. avo., cloth lettered, $1 12s.

" This work is not lilte the

genernlity of Gazetteers-a mere dictionary of
nnmcs and terms wit11 laconic explanations-but is replete with full nnd i m portnnt details, nnd the most interesting historical clescrip1;ions and chnructeristic skctcires. No person procec~lingto India slrould be without ik ;
indeed, to every one connccted in any way with the East;, it is nil~rost o n n e c e s SarY to rwotnmcnd it as a most vnlunble nnd intcrosbing yublicatiot~.",
" valunhle nud erccllent wnrk."-~i~~,,cs,'Dee 1, 1842.
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